AUSTRALASIAN RAILWAY
ASSOCIATION SUBMISSION
To

The Government of South Australia
On

The Integrated Transport and Land Use Plan

THE ARA
The Australasian Railway Association (ARA) is a not-for-profit member-based association
that represents rail throughout Australia, New Zealand and Indonesia. Our members
include rail operators, track owners and managers, manufacturers, construction
companies and other firms contributing to the rail sector. We contribute to the
development of industry and government policies in an effort to ensure Australia’s
passenger and freight transport systems are well represented and will continue to provide
improved services for Australia’s growing population.
The ARA thanks the South Australian Government for the opportunity to provide this
submission to the Integrated Transport and Land Use Plan. For further information regarding
this submission, please contact Emma Woods, Manager Urban Policy via
ewoods@ara.net.au or 02 6270 4512.

PASSENGER TRANSPORT
The ARA welcomes the strategy’s overarching principle to integrate public transport and
land use planning to simultaneously influence public transport use and residential and
commercial developments. The ARA also welcomes the priority actions outlined for the
train network as well as the proposals to establish the AdeLINK tram network and redesign
the bus network.
Integration between transport modes is vital to the success of a public transport system.
When redesigning the bus network, the ARA urges the South Australian Government to
establish the new bus network as a “feeder” service to existing heavy rail and tram stations.
When Keolis took over the operation of the subway, tram and bus networks in Lyon, it
redesigned a completely new bus network to better integrate the service with the light rail
and subway system. As a result, patronage on Lyon buses increased by 6 per cent.
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Successfully integrating the modes and establishing buses as feeder services for rail in
Adelaide should allow the Adelaide Government to achieve similar, if not better results.
Likewise, grade separation of rail and road intersections to reduce road congestion and
improve the overall safety of both modes is welcomed by the ARA. In relation to safety, the
ARA recommends that the South Australian Government implements a program to educate
Adelaide Police officers in light rail safety, the relevant road rules and risks present to tram
drivers and passengers when road users break these rules. Expanding the tram line into a
light rail network will obviously result in a larger portion of the Adelaide population
interacting with trams as drivers, cyclists and/or pedestrians and it is important that all
road users are aware of the relevant road rules, the risks involved when those rules are
broken and that appropriate fines are distributed if required. An education program to
ensure local police are aware of the light rail operating environment and relevant road
rules should help provide a safer transport network for all users.
The ARA welcomes the inclusion of the line “Continue to improve accessibility for people
with disabilities as part of the upgrade of major stations and interchanges” on page 89 of
the strategy but recommends that more detail is provided in relation to improving the
accessibility of the Adelaide public transport system for persons with a disability.
The ARA coordinates a national rail industry group dedicated to improving accessibility for
people with a disability. As a result, the ARA is very aware of the South Australian
Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure’s efforts to continually improve their
service to ensure greater accessibility to their disabled passengers or those with limited
mobility as well as ensuring that rail services and facilities are meeting the requirements
prescribed in the Transport Standards under the Disability Discrimination Act (1992) or
those set out in the industry’s Accessible Rail Code of Practice.
Disability accessibility relates to all modes of public transport, not only rail and the ARA
believes the strategy should be amended to reflect this. As more and more people use rail
services as their preferred mode of transport, it is important that the South Australian
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Government provides support and financial assistance to ensure that public transport
operators of all modes can improve or upgrade their services and facilities to effectively
accommodate passengers with disabilities or limited mobility.

Innovative Funding and Financing for Public
Transport
Continued investment and expansion of public transport is crucial for the success and
productivity of the nation. Whether Australians travel by public transport or not, they still
benefit from its existence and use by others. However, long term investment into public
transport by Governments at all levels can be limited by competing priorities such as health
and education.
The ARA is of the view that Australian Government’s need to continue to innovate and
explore alternate funding mechanisms as well as introducing reforms that improve the
market for private financing to encourage investment in public transport projects and
infrastructure. This would help provide the necessary funding and entice private
investment to help fund the projects outlined in the Integrated Transport and Land Use Plan.
The ARA has prepared a paper titled Innovative Funding and Financing for Public Transport
which may be of interest to the South Australian Government. The paper explores various
funding mechanisms currently implemented around the world to fund public transport.
Rather than recommend one revenue raising tool over another, the intention is to spark
debate and highlight the innovative funding options that can be implemented to ensure
the long-term funding of public transport investment in Australia both at a national and
state level.
These funding tools are many and varied and include but are certainly not limited to:


Value Capture: capitalising on the increased value that public transport provides
for nearby commercial and residential properties, value capture is a mechanism
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that recoups part or all of the increased worth that a transport improvement
provides to nearby property. Hong Kong, Downtown Kansas City, The Sydney
Betterment Tax and the London Jubilee Line Extension are all examples explored in
the paper.


Transit-Oriented Developments (TODs): as well as acting as a tool to encourage
greater patronage, property developments at and around public transport stations
are being increasingly utilised to generate long-term revenue to support public
transport operations. TODs in Hong Kong and the San Francisco Bay Area Rapid
Transit are detailed in the report.



Congestion Charging: a user-pays demand-management approach where road
users are charged to access roads or areas, generating funds that can be
reinvested in transport whilst also providing an incentive for road users to switch to
public transport. The congestion charging practices in Singapore, Norway and
London are explored in the paper.



Payroll Tax: employees or employers are levied a small percentage of their taxable
income that is then hypothecated to fund public transport investments. The paper
includes information on the French and Portland, Oregon payroll taxes.



Sales Tax: a percentage of the purchase price is added to the purchase price of
goods and services and then drawn upon for public transport investment. The Los
Angeles County Sales is touched upon in the paper.



Fuel Tax: a specific amount is added to the fuel price and hypothecated for
transport investments. The United States Federal gas and diesel taxes are also
explored in the paper.

The paper goes on to highlight that success of the above tools (and others) to generate
reliable funds for public transport investment relies on common criteria. These are:


CPI increases: it is vital that any revenue raising mechanism rises with CPI to
continue generating sufficient funds as the economy grows. Failure to do so (as
outlined in the Australian and United States Federal fuel levies) stalls the revenue
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generating capabilities of the mechanism, effectively decreasing the mechanisms
revenue raising abilities each year.


Hypothecation: the benefit to providing a reliable and dedicated source of
revenue is that long term planning can then occur. Hypothecating, or dedicating the
revenue from a specific revenue-raising tool provides certainty and allows longterm planning and commitments to be made.

In addition to the aforementioned funding tools, the paper also explores the use of
Superannuation funds to finance infrastructure projects and provides some key
commentaries on the reforms required to attract more private sector involvement in
Australia’s economic infrastructure and address the shortfalls of the existing Public Private
Partnerships (PPP) schemes.
The South Australian Government could consider use of value capture and further
developing Transit-Oriented Developments to provide supporting revenue for the
construction and operation of AdeLINK. The
Whilst the paper has not been formally released yet, the ARA would be happy to provide
the Government of South Australia with a copy of the report.

FREIGHT TRANSPORT
The ARA welcomes both the broad approach taken for the future planning of freight
throughout Adelaide and the state, as well as many specific freight related projects within
the plan.
The plan correctly identifies that Adelaide’s arterial road and freight rail network in
particular must have the capacity to meet the future demand for the movement of goods,
in order for the state to remain economically competitive into the future.
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With regards to regional South Australia, the ARA endorses the approach of supporting
primarily the three ‘productive and competitive’ industries, specifically mining and
resources, advanced manufacturing, and premium wine and food. Of these three, rail will
obviously play a major role in the mining and resources industry into the future, but also
has the potential to play a role in the manufacturing and wine/ food areas. The state of
grain lines is a specific issue common across the nation, including within South Australia
and with the growing agriculture market, the ARA would support long term investment into
South Australia’s grain rail lines.
The rail industry will indeed play an important role in meeting the transport needs of a
growing mining sector, but only with proper planning processes, foresight and certainty
from all levels of government. Rail has a strong history of instigating economic growth in
South Australia and is well positioned to continue to do so into the future.
It is worth noting that there are numerous existing examples of instances where mining
developments have been established on an entirely commercial basis due to being able to
take advantage of existing rail infrastructure in South Australia. Such examples include IMX
Resources - located 55 kilometres south east of Coober Pedy in South Australia and
Southern Iron –an iron deposit in central SA approximately 75 kilometres from the Tarcoola
to Darwin railway.
Rail is a proven mode and has a track record in enabling the development of new minerals
opportunities in South Australia without Government funding support. Rail has been a
proven solution in Queensland coal and mineral basins, the Hunter Valley, Pilbara and in
the mid-west region of Western Australia.
The interface of rail with ports is also a well-established operation in South Australia, which
therefore provides benefits to future rail projects through established export supply
chains. This is in addition to the broader environmental benefits that rail brings- there is no
need to establish a permanent substantial water supply in remote locations, nor is
significant on-site power generation required.
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With regards to specific freight projects, the long term vision for an alternative freight line
in northern Adelaide is a positive step forward for the transport network. As the population
of urban centres in Australia grows, the move towards the separation of freight and
passenger rail is a natural progression, allowing greater capacity and efficiencies from the
specialisation of rail movements that this entails.
Rail’s capability in generating positive social, environmental and economic externalities
should not be underestimated. Rail is a relatively clean, efficient and safe freight transport
infrastructure that offers substantial benefits of scale.
Substantial recent investment in the Australian Rail Track Corporation (ARTC) network
allows for more efficient train operations. The re-railing and re-sleepering of sections of the
Whyalla to Broken Hill and Port Augusta to Tarcoola lines shows that there are significant
productivity gains that can be made by upgrading existing rail networks rather than
developing new systems of transport infrastructure.
Rail has well developed capacity plans that can be brought on cost effectively, quickly and
incrementally. Every rail investment also has the additional benefit of increasing whole of
system efficiencies.

CONCLUSION
In summary, the ARA is supportive of the South Australian Government’s Integrated
Transport and Land Use Plan.
In summary, the ARA recommends that:
-

A safety program is established to ensure Adelaide Police Officers and the local
community are well educated in light rail road rules to ensure the safety of all road
users as the AdeLINK network is expanded.
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-

More detail is provided around improving the accessibility of Adelaide’s public
transport system for people with disabilities.

-

Innovative funding and financing mechanisms should be explored to generate
funding and finance for the infrastructure projects outlined in the strategy

-

use of value capture and further developing Transit-Oriented Developments to
provide supporting revenue for public transport systems.

-

Freight rail is looked upon to play a key role in the transport of South Australia’s
growing mining, manufacturing and wine and food sectors.
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ABN: 56 505 508 381

24th November 2013
Integrated Transport and Land Use Plan feedback
GPO BOX 1533
Adelaide SA 5001
transportplan@sa.gov.au
To the Dept of Planning, Transport & Infrastructure,
The Community Alliance SA is an umbrella organisation for resident and community groups from
Adelaide and other areas of South Australia, whose aim is:
'To put the people back into planning and development'
This is our submission on the Integrated Transport and Land Use Plan (‘Transport Plan’).
The basic proposals in the Transport Plan for building on and improving public transport are mostly
good in terms of improving the public transport system for Adelaide as it is now.
The main problem is that Greater Adelaide is still without an integrated plan - this plan is not an
‘integrated transport and land use plan’, despite its name. It is merely a transport add-on to the land
use directions of the 30 Year Plan for Greater Adelaide. However, it does refer to increasing densities
in the city centre and inner metropolitan area over and above the growth targets outlined in the 30
Year Plan of 2010 (pages 36, 37, 41 and 43 of the Transport Plan). These are mere references, and
there is no direction given for how or where this densification will be accommodated.
Therefore Greater Adelaide still needs an integrated plan, based on high quality research into land use
and transport, which is formulated by expert analysis of these alongside one another. As the
Transport Plan shows a change in direction for land use, there needs to be a thorough review of the
Planning Strategy (30 Year Plan) to adjust proposed densities across the metropolitan area and/or
reduce the amount of fringe development planned.
Specific points the Community Alliance would like to make are:


There appears to be no traffic modelling for how roads and traffic congestion will be affected by
new population growth and residential densification, particularly in the city centre and inner
Adelaide, and from fringe growth. This requires in-depth analysis, including details like journey
to work information.



The proposals provide little in the way of transport needs for the population growth as outlined
in the 30 Year Plan, particularly for growth on Adelaide’s fringes. For example, despite
predictions that demand will exceed capacity along most of the length of Main North Road with
growth in the northern areas, very little is proposed to address this (page 38 Technical Report).



High capacity, high frequency arterial roads may not be suitable for high density residential
accommodation for a number of reasons including health and social impacts, and other solutions
should be investigated.



Re-designating Adelaide’s arterial roads to clearly identify the high volume ‘transit corridors’
from the lower volume corridors would assist in identifying areas that may be more appropriate
for residential growth.



There is scant attention given to the future dynamics of freight movements through Adelaide, for
example the impact the development of the north-south corridor will have on freight
movements to and from the SE freeway. This could significantly alter which roads may be
suitable for higher density housing, with Cross Road for example taking a far greater load of
freight traffic than currently, and other roads potentially having a fall in freight traffic. This
again highlights the need for transport and land use planning to be undertaken simultaneously.



There is no analysis given of the pros and cons of having a freeway (the north-south corridor)
within Adelaide, no data given to show whether business trips will be greatly improved by the
road, or whether this is the best option for freight travel. Options and information have not been
given for completion of the road, for example whether it should be underground.



There is no real evidence that a tram line on a main road will stimulate densification (given that
buses already service the same routes).



There may be better ways of improving public transport use in corridors than with trams as
proposed. With narrow roads, such as Prospect Road, it is dubious as to whether tram lanes will
give a good result. Research and traffic modelling are needed to see if this is a viable option in
terms of overall traffic flow for the routes as proposed.



Improved and connecting bus networks are a good idea, but the Transport Plan gives no actual
information on how this is to be achieved. Other than this, there is nothing tangible to
significantly increase public transport use.



There are no solid funding mechanisms for the future public transport initiatives. The
withdrawal of Federal funding for city rail projects in favour of road infrastructure is an
appalling and backward step.



There is no real mention of methods and options to relieve traffic congestion in and around the
city centre.



The Technical Report is full of rhetoric and has very little in the way of traffic modelling or
analysis of different scenarios. It therefore appears that the scope and quality of research and
analysis behind the Transport Plan are very limited.

This submission does not give a position on the regional transport directions, including mining and
port infrastructure.
Lastly, I would like to comment on the public consultation process for the Transport Plan, which is
totally inadequate. Until the release of the Transport Plan, the website was devoid of information, or
options for people to consider, although it said “we want to hear your views” and encouraged people
to contribute to the draft strategy by filling out a survey. Now we have been given little over 5 weeks
to study and comment on a very large document. Furthermore, the Technical Report should have
been released at the same time as the Transport Plan, but was only available publicly on or shortly
before 19th November.
The Community Alliance would like to see greatly improved community engagement for significant
planning initiatives like this.
Yours faithfully,

Dr Helen Wilmore, Secretary
Phone: 8522 3019

www.communityalliancesa.org.au
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Introduction and Purpose

Several options for reconfiguration of the interstate rail freight corridor traversing metropolitan
Adelaide are currently under consideration by the Commonwealth and State Government. These
options range from upgrading existing rail links which run through established residential and
mixed use areas, including inner city suburbs, to schemes which would see ‘break of bulk’ points
established to the north and south on metropolitan Adelaide’s periphery accompanied by a
circumferential rail link which would avoid the need to take freight through central areas. Other
options have been mooted, including bypassing the Adelaide metro area altogether by taking
interstate rail freight through an inland corridor linking Mildura in Victoria to Menindee in NSW.
Some of these options have been subjected to cost benefit analyses, the reports on which have
recently been lodged with relevant policy makers in the State and Commonwealth. These analyses
have maintained what might be termed a ‘traditional’ scope; that is, on the benefit side of the
equation, they have focussed on time savings and other freight cost efficiencies which might be on
offer. Offsetting these benefits are the increased capital and operating costs associated with the
option in question, compared to a ‘base case’ or ‘business as usual’ scenario. Some externalities,
such as diminished amenity in surrounding properties and disruption during the construction
phase, may have been taken into account. Nevertheless, these analyses have taken a largely
‘intra-sectoral’ approach; that is, they will have treated impacts on freight sector as the prime
consideration.
This paper proposes that a much broader perspective should be taken in the evaluation of the rail
freight corridor options, with careful consideration being given to a range of ‘cross-sectoral’ issues.
These include the differential impacts of the options on settlement patterns and regional
productivity in industries other than those generating or receiving rail freight.
The paper has been commissioned by a voluntary grouping of Councils. These include inner metro
local governments (Unley) concerned that confirmation and upgrade of the existing rail freight
corridor through Adelaide would compromise amenity levels and diminish opportunities for further
residential and business intensification in these public transport rich areas. Likewise, Mitcham
Council, representing communities in the Adelaide Hills, is concerned to mitigate the serious
detriment to residential amenity in these now heavily populated areas. Meanwhile, the Rural City
of Murray Bridge, District Council of Mallala, Adelaide Hills Council, Regional Development Australia
– Murraylands and Riverland and Regional Development Australia – Barossa have supported
preparation of this paper because they want to ensure that the potential of some rail freight
options to deliver key regional strategy objectives, for example, outer urban employment nodes
including the Monarto South Intermodal and the development of township settlements is properly
acknowledged in the evaluation process.
This paper does not set out to quantify any cross sectoral benefits (and costs) which might be
generated by the various rail freight options. Rather, it argues that there is prima facie case that
such impacts are likely to be of a considerable scale in some instances, to the point where the
outcomes from a cost benefit analysis (CBA) of traditional scope cannot be relied upon to deliver
the most efficient deployment of the Commonwealth and State resources available for investment
in the SA interstate rail freight system.
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In summary, it appears that the cost benefit analysis (CBA) does not take into account the wider
economic benefits of the options, including longer term impacts on shaping urban settlement and
building human capital in Adelaide and surrounding regions. This is despite the fact that the
Commonwealth Treasury and Infrastructure Australia have highlighted the importance of wider
economic benefits in project evaluation.
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The Options

A Discussion Paper released by the Commonwealth Department of Infrastructure, Transport,
Regional Development and Local Government (DITRDLG) in October 2009 identified 5 options, in
addition to continuation of existing arrangements (base case), for the purposes of consultation.
The options map and summary table published by DITRDLG are reproduced below.
The same Discussion Paper indicates that Option 2 will not be considered further, because of its
inferior performance (vis a vis Option 3) against economic, social and environmental criteria.

Figure 1
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From Infrastructure ‘Silos’ to Cross-sectoral
Efficiency

3.1

Overview

This Section explains that major infrastructure projects, such as the Adelaide rail freight initiative,
will have impacts well beyond the interests of the sponsor agencies (which may be focussed on
transport issues). Their evaluation ought not be confined to a transport or any other ‘silo’, but
consider impacts on a range of policy objectives relating to urban and regional settlement patterns,
economy-wide productivity enhancement and human capital development.

3.2

Reforms in the Management of Public
Infrastructure Investment

Over the past two and a half decades, all jurisdictions across Australasia have pursued a series of
public sector management reforms which amount to an ‘asset management revolution’. Common
initiatives have included;


Re-engineering Government Departments to feature sharper demarcations between service
delivery agencies and central policy agencies.



Mandatory corporate planning undertaken to a consistent standard across Government.



The requirement to conduct rigorous cost benefit analyses for all major capital projects
prior to the inclusion of these proposals in the budget bidding process.



The universal adoption of accrual accounting. This has made public sector managers more
accountable for investment decisions and has highlighted the financial overhang from
inadequate maintenance and depreciation provisioning in the past.

Commercialisation, corporatisation and privatisation of infrastructure agencies have also
characterised this period of reform.
Most, if not all of these asset management reforms have had a sectoral focus. That is, they are
aimed at improving value for money within (rather than across) given portfolios. However, the
aggregation of investment plans which seem optimal from an individual portfolio perspective will
not necessarily deliver the best return for Government’s total infrastructure outlay, or the best
outcome for communities in terms of competitive economies and sustainable cities.
Certain types of infrastructure investment can trigger a wider set of adjustments in settlement
patterns which, in turn, can either support, or work against, efficient service delivery in other
portfolios. They can add to, or help contain, the underlying demand for taxpayer funded facilities
and services. Indeed, these infrastructure decisions are likely to be the crucial factor in bringing
about patterns of settlement which are preferred on broader economic, social and environmental
grounds. They can therefore unlock a store of social value which ranges well beyond the standard
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scope of an intra-portfolio analysis for government projects and certainly well beyond the narrow
financial analysis undertaken by commercialised or privatised infrastructure providers.

3.3

Projects which Shape Settlement Patterns

In thinking about the potential to generate cross-portfolio benefits from government investment,
the nexus between regional infrastructure projects, settlement patterns and productivity is vital.
In the ledger of benefits for any major infrastructure project, including highways, railways, power
plants and ports, amongst others, direct user benefits will usually hold a large share. These
benefits are typically well accounted for in traditional investment analyses. As outlined, the
challenge in framing a superior decision making framework in respect of these projects is to
properly account for their external and cross-sectoral impacts. These impacts often manifest
themselves in adjustments to settlement patterns. Over time, the locational preferences of firms
and households will shift to take advantage of the agglomeration economies made possible by
major infrastructure projects, thereby changing the ‘shape’ of urban and regional settlement.
The Adelaide rail freight options have the potential to shape settlement patterns in two ways.
Firstly, some of the options free up capacity for business and residential intensification within the
already built up areas of the metropolis. Relieved of the nuisance of heavy rail freight movements,
the latent agglomerative tendencies in inner Adelaide – associated with the superior accessibility
and effective density of this part of the metropolis (see below) - will be able to assert themselves.
Secondly, some options may change the distribution of future employment growth, to favour
freight transfer locations in regional and outer urban areas where a realigned rail freight corridor
intersects with highways and freeways.

3.4

Settlement Shaping Projects, Agglomeration and
Productivity

Thus, spatiality, and the extent to which major projects help bring about a desired settlement
pattern (as expressed in planning policy) are critical considerations in optimising the return from
these investments.
We illustrate this with reference to the relationship between productivity and effective density in
Melbourne’s Finance and Business Services Sector. (Data for Adelaide could not be sourced within
the limits of SGS’s current brief).
UK evidence shows that productivity at the firm level is positively related to effective density – the
number of jobs (services) that can be accessed within a reasonable travel time from any given
point in the metropolis. SGS has generated similar evidence for Melbourne. This is illustrated in
Figure 2, for the Property and Business Services Sector. Productivity, measured in terms of gross
value added per hour worked, increases strongly with increases in effective job density. This
relationship partially explains the vigorous competition for central sites amongst advanced business
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service firms - the premium they pay for such sites is more than compensated by the additional
value added generated from their operations in these strategic locations.
This type of analysis suggests that if the distribution of jobs, or the transport system, can be
adjusted to build ‘effective density’, a city can gain a competitive advantage, even if other things
remain constant, for example, resource endowment and industry structure.

Figure 2

Effective Density and Productivity – Property and Business Services
– Melbourne Example
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This evidence points to a potentially sizeable economic return generated for South Australia were
the rail freight corridor through the metropolis to be retired in favour of more intensive
employment development in areas already enjoying relatively high effective density.

3.5

Settlement Pattern Shaping Projects and Human
Capital

What is true of productivity at the firm level is also true in terms of human capital development.
The more opportunities households can reach within a reasonable travel time, the more they learn
and acquire skills and the more productive they become.
Again, this is illustrated with reference to Melbourne data in Figure 3. Workers in more ‘connected’
places tend to contribute more to value added, other things equal. This is evident in the lifetime
earnings of unskilled workers. The three locations in the chart are broadly similar in terms of
quality of schools and Census indices of social advantage and disadvantage. However, the
residents of Stonnington can reach substantially more jobs within a 30 minute drive (and 45
minute public transport ride) than their counterparts in Monash South West. It appears that
workers in Stonnington acquire more skills and earn more partly as a result of their accessibility
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advantage, even though their income at that the start of their working life is reasonably close to
those of Monash and Glen Eira residents. As this is cross-sectional rather than longitudinal data,
there are limitations on the conclusions which might be drawn from these divergent trajectories,
but the differences between the localities are striking.
Again, this evidence points to spatial restructuring as a strategy for building economic
competitiveness through human capital development. In short, there is the potential to
significantly boost the quality of metropolitan Adelaide’s workforce simply by removing the rail
freight nuisance through the city and building up residential populations in this corridor. For
similar reasons, building up employment opportunities in regional areas (though rail freight rerouting) will enhance human capital development within these non-metro locations.

Figure 3

3.6

Human Capital Development and Effective Density – Melbourne
Example

Need for New Directions in Cost Benefit Analysis
of Strategic Projects

For decades the Commonwealth has pursued what was effectively a ‘silo’ based micro-economic
reform agenda. That is, it concentrated on the establishment of clear (and narrow) commercial
accountabilities for single purpose infrastructure agencies. In a substantial progression from this
position, the Commonwealth Treasury is now canvassing the potential for further economic
advantage generated from more efficient metropolitan structures, shaped by strategic
infrastructure investment. In effect Treasury is now wanting to see much more careful
consideration of cross-sectoral and external impacts in the evaluation of major infrastructure
projects, such as reconfiguration of the Adelaide rail freight corridor.
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This is no better illustrated than in a recent speech by Dr Ken Henry, the Secretary of the
Treasury1.
....... Getting it right with cities and infrastructure has significant potential, not just from a
pure economic perspective, but also from a social and environmental sustainability
perspective. Getting it wrong is likely to be very costly socially and environmentally. It is
easy to observe some undesirable outcomes already manifest in some of Australia's cities,
with inadequate infrastructure and chronic congestion. ........
....... There remains an important role for public investment in infrastructure. There may
be infrastructure projects that are of strategic importance and that may not pass a private
cost-benefit analysis; perhaps because the costs and benefits need to be amortised over
too many decades or for other reasons. Intelligently conducted cost benefit analysis can
deal with such issues. They should be the prime guide of public infrastructure decisions.
In undertaking cost-benefit analysis, consideration of the theoretical advances that shed
light on the connection between infrastructure and productivity growth can be particularly
helpful. I note that this conference has been considering developments in international
trade theory and spatial economics. These ideas shed light on the momentum towards
urbanisation. They also provide new insights into the benefits of infrastructure and, in
particular, the presence of increasing returns, clusters and agglomeration economies.
For example, we traditionally value the construction of a road between two cities based on
the reduction in transport costs that it yields for households and businesses, and we set
this against the cost of construction. However, the predominant benefits may arise from
dynamic productivity gains, including the economies of scale to which transport costs are
subject, and the integration of two connected markets across which goods can be traded.
In this paradigm, governments can play an important role in the wealth creation process,
facilitating productivity growth through creating the conditions for integration and
specialisation, by getting infrastructure and planning decisions right.
This suggests that there might be a positive relationship between public and private
infrastructure investment, with some types of government infrastructure investment
improving the marginal returns to private investment, or increasing its scope.
What is clear from the accumulated evidence is that public infrastructure is not a panacea
for all that ails economies, but rather a form of capital that when deployed properly, can be
effective in enhancing growth and well-being. To deliver these outcomes there are two
important elements for government to consider. First, the need for infrastructure
investment to take place in carefully designed and planned networks. Second, the
promotion, in public and private infrastructure markets, of competition.
1

Henry, K. To Build, Or Not To Build: Infrastructure Challenges in the Years Ahead and the
Role of Governments; Address to the Conference on the Economics of Infrastructure in a
Globalised World: Issues, Lessons and Future Challenges, 18 March 2010
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For this reason, some major international cities have a metropolitan level planning
authority, which coordinates planning and development. Mega cities, such as London,
Tokyo, and New York, all have metropolitan planning authorities, which underwrite their
city's amenity and productivity. There have been recent calls for similarly empowered
bodies in Australia.
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4

Costs and Benefits of the Rail Freight
Corridor Options

4.1

Warranted Scope of Project Evaluation

C o n s i d e r a t i o n of W i d e r E c o n o m i c B e n e f i t s ( W E B s) a t t h e M e t r o L e v e l
Looked at from a cross sectoral perspective, several benefits (and potentially costs) beyond the
coverage of standard economic evaluation techniques can be ascribed to the various rail freight
corridor options for Adelaide.
For example, as we have noted, any option involving diversion of heavy rail freight through the
inner and middle suburbs of Adelaide would pave the way for more housing and employment
development in these areas, raising their ‘effective density’.
Based on the evidence noted in the foregoing section, this boost to agglomeration economies in
central Adelaide could deliver a substantial productivity boost, reflected in increased State value
added. This economic boost would be set against the additional cost of diverting heavy freight
traffic from the inner urban region.
It is also noteworthy that the sectors which stand to gain the greatest productivity boost from this
rail freight option are those which have the greatest strategic significance for Adelaide and South
Australia, as cited in various Government policies (Table 2).
These potential productivity improvements are being increasingly recognised in the more recent
international literature on cost benefit analysis. They are generically referred to as the ‘Wider
Economic Benefits’ (WEB’s) of transport projects.
As alluded to earlier, there may be further benefits, above and beyond, these business
agglomeration effects. Human capital can be similarly boosted through greater connectivity.
Moreover, greater equity of access to education, employment, recreational, health care, retail and
other opportunities for households across metropolitan Adelaide is a benefit in its own right. This
is amenable to measurement by using house price differences as a proxy for span of opportunities
open to households.
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Table 2

Estimated Elasticities of Productivity with respect to Agglomeration
(Graham, 2006)

Higher value added
manufacturing and
services benefit most
from greater
connectivity and
effective job densities

The State Government’s recently adopted 30 Year Plan for Greater Adelaide implicitly recognises
that a more compact, transit oriented city will improve equity of opportunity and boost business
productivity and human capital through improved connectivity. To this end, it proposes a clear
shift in the pattern of growth of the city so that a 70% of additional housing needs will be met from
within the existing urban footprint by 2038 (p 60). On the face of it, rail freight options which
compromise urban intensification opportunities within transport and jobs rich areas would appear
at odds with these strategic planning objectives. It is important that project evaluation tools
properly address such objectives.
W i d e r E c o n o m i c B e n e f i t s ( W E B s) a t t h e R e gi on a l L e v e l
As outlined, rail freight corridor options which might promote employment development in outer
urban and regional areas may contribute to human capital development and general equity
objectives in these areas. These objectives are clearly deemed to have a high economic value by
the South Australian community as evidenced by their prominence in the State Strategic Plan
objectives (see text box).
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REGIONAL POPULATION LEVELS
Populations in regional areas have traditionally been linked to the success of rural industries,
particularly agriculture and mining. When people leave those industries during hard times and move to
cities, populations in regional towns can lose critical mass and suffer a decline in community services.
However, population can also be a driver for industry growth. The availability of suitably skilled
workers is a major factor in decisions on where to build new industry facilities.
Addressing the challenges in regional areas needs a number of strategies, including:
•

developing new industries to reduce the reliance of a region on just one key industry

•

reducing the impact of climate change and its effects on agriculture

•

promoting the attractiveness of regional lifestyles

•

ensuring that regional infrastructure, including communications infrastructure, meets the

needs of industry, now and in the future
•

using South Australia’s regional status for migration purposes to attract migrants to regional

areas.
Many of the plan’s targets will affect regional South Australians, but a specific target for regional
population levels is an indicator of the health of regional communities.
South Australia’s Strategic Plan Target 5.9 Regional population levels: maintain regional South
Australia’s share of the state’s population (18%).

"

South Australia’s Strategic Plan, South Australian Government. www.sasp.sa.gov.au, June 2010
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S c o p e of T r a d i t i o n a l v e r s u s C r o s s- se c t o r a l P r oj e c t E v a l u a t i o n of R a i l
Freight Options
The coverage of a contemporary ‘cross-sectoral’ cost benefit analysis (CBA) versus a more
traditional application of such an analysis is summarized in the following chart. Ideally, the
evaluation of rail freight corridor options for Adelaide should have a scope aligned with column 3 in
the table.

Table 3

Scope of Benefits in Transport Cost Benefit Analyses (CBA’s)

Benefits potentially generated by the various

Traditional CBA*

rail freight corridor options

Traditional CBA +

Traditional CBA +

WEB’s**

WEB’s + Equity and
Human Capital
Effects

Adverse amenity impacts from freight
transportation on neighbouring properties may be
reduced.
Freighting costs (time, vehicle operating costs,
handling etc) may be reduced
Household travel costs may be reduced through a
more favourable distribution of jobs and housing
Business to business synergies may be improved
through increases in agglomeration or ‘effective
density’ (e.g. economies of scale and scope boost
labour productivity )
Human capital may be enhanced through
increases in effective density (better job matching
and expanded store of knowledge / skills)
Household choice (consumption, learning,
employment) may be expanded through greater
effective density
*CBA – Cost Benefit Analysis
**WEB – Wider Economic Benefit
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SGS understands that the cost benefit analyses (CBA) undertaken by GHD have not yet been
released. However, the DITRDLG Discussion Paper referred to earlier identifies the broad criteria
which were used to identify a short list of options meriting more detailed analysis. In the context
of the wider economic benefits and social impacts set out above, the preliminary evaluation
framework outlined in the Discussion Paper can be seen to be excessively narrow (Table 4). If
confined to this narrow framework, there is a significant risk that detailed cost benefit analysis
(CBA) may not identify the option of greatest benefit to Adelaide, South Australia and the nation
generally.

Table 4

Warranted versus Current Scope of Evaluation Framework for
Adelaide Rail Freight Options

Social

Environment

Freight capacity

Safety

Risk to flora and

Transit time

Noise

Above rail operating

Level crossing delays

Air pollution in study
area

costs
Track maintenance

Greenhouse gas
emissions

Heritage impact

Land pollution

Project investment

Community Amenity

Risk to watercourse

Agglomeration

Equity of access to

Urban consolidation

induced productivity

opportunity

Regional centre

costs

benefits

consolidation

Human capital
framework

Covered in DITRDLG
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Economic

fauna

evaluation framework*
in DITRDLG evaluation

Currently not covered

WARRANTED

CURRENT

Warranted versus Current Scope of Evaluation Framework
for Adelaide Rail Freight Options

development
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4.2

Expanding the Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) to
Consider Settlement Shaping Impacts

Should it be confirmed that the current cost benefit analysis (CBA) of the Adelaide Rail Freight
options has this traditional narrow scope, we would recommend preparation of a complementary
analysis according to the following broad methodology.


Specification of alternative metropolitan urban development scenarios under the different
rail freight options, covering the distribution of jobs and housing at a suitable small area
level (e.g. travel zones).



Specification and analysis of appropriate travel time matrices (houses to jobs) for these
various scenarios, to measure agglomeration effects.



Identification of a comprehensive impacts table covering metropolitan and regional 'city
shaping' and impacts.



Quantification of amenity and urban (metropolitan and regional) consolidation benefits.



Quantification of productivity and human capital development benefits, using techniques
sourced in Graham (2006).

References
Department of Infrastructure, Transport, Regional Development & Local Government (2009)
Adelaide Rail Freight Movements Study - Discussion Paper
Department of Planning and Local Government - South Australia (2009) The 30 Year Plan for
Greater Adelaide
Government of South Australia (2007) South Australia’s Strategic Plan
Graham, D. J. (2006) Investigating the Link between Productivity and Agglomeration for UK
Industries, Department for Transport UK
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MEMORANDUM
TO

TRAFFIC ENGINEER

FROM

TRAFFIC CONSULTANT
TRANSPORT AND TRAFFIC

DATE

24 OCTOBER 2012

FILE
SUBJECT

Brief on ‘Future Directions – Optimising our Transport Corridors’

Introduction
The Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure has sought comments on their
publication ‘Future Directions – Optimising our Transport Corridors’. A copy of the
document is available at:
http://www.sa.gov.au/subject/Transport,+travel+and+motoring/Transport+facts+and+figur
es/Transport+corridors
Other relevant Publications
- SA Road Safety Action Plan 2011-12
- SA Road Safety Strategy 2020.
- SA Strategic Plan
- SA Planning Strategy Plan for Greater Adelaide
Details
 The document identifies which corridors are important for different modes of
transport. It provides a clearer picture of roles that corridors need to target in the
SA Strategic Plan and The 30-year Plan for Greater Adelaide
 Road Classification Guidelines in South Australia – roads are either arterial or
local with subsequent hierarchy up to council
 Transport Corridors need to provide a ‘link and place’ outcome and can be multifunctional
 Functional hierarchy includes:
- Public transport routes
- Cycling Routes
- Pedestrian access
- Peak hour routes
- Major traffic and freight routes
- Tourist routes
 Urban form and usage impacts on hierarchy eg land use guided by Development
Plan


State Government Roads within the City of Unley
- South Road (Anzac Hwy to Cross Road (east side))
- Anzac Hwy (Greenhill Road to South Road (south side))
- Greenhill Road (Anzac Hwy to Glen Osmond Road (Both sides))
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Glen Osmond Road (Greenhill Road to Cross Road (south side))
Cross Road (Glen Osmond Road to South Road)
Goodwood Road (Greenhill Road to Cross Road)
Unley Road (Greenhill Road to Cross Road)
Fullarton Road (Glen Osmond Road to Cross Road)

Public Transport Routes within the City of Unley
Arterial Roads
- South Road (Anzac Hwy to Cross Road (east side))
- Anzac Hwy (Greenhill Road to South Road (south side))
- Greenhill Road (Anzac Hwy to Glen Osmond Rd (both sides)AM and PM Peak
only)
- Glen Osmond Road (Greenhill Road to Cross Road (south side))
- Goodwood Road (Greenhill Road to Cross Road)
- Unley Road (Greenhill Road to Cross Road)
- Fullarton Road (Glen Osmond Road to Cross Road)
Local Roads
- Leah Street – East Avenue (Leader Street to Cross Road)
- King William Street –Victoria Ave (Greenhill Rd to Cross Road) Note: only
shown to Mitchell St
- Duthy Street
- Leader Street – not shown
Mass Transport
- Adelaide-Glenelg Tram Route
Impact for council : Roads that provide public transport should provide for
pedestrian traffic along the corridor and facilitate safe crossings at regularly
spaced nodes.



Cycling Routes – Commuter, general and Recreational
- major cycling routes are arterial roads where bicycle transport is
emphasized and provide inter regional continuous links to the CBD,
regional and district centres.
- Greenways and cycle routes (local roads) - low traffic route/off-road paths.
- All new projects should include dedicated space for cyclists
Major Cycle Routes
- Anzac Hwy (Greenhill Rd to South Road)
- South Road (Anzac Hwy to Cross Rd)
- Greenhill Road (Anzac Hwy to Glen Osmond Road)
- Unley Road (Greenhill Rd to Cross Road)
- Fullarton Rd (Glen Osmond Rd to Cross Rd)
- Glen Osmond Rd (Greenhill Rd to Cross Rd)
- Cross Road (South Rd to Glen Osmond Rd)
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Local road cycle routes
- Leader Street – Parsons Street (Anzac Hwy to Greenways)
- Simpson Pde – Weller Street (King William Road to Mitchell Street)
- Mitchell St – Park St – Wattle St (Goodwood Rd to Glen Osmond Rd)
- Rose Tce – provides connection to Greenways Project
Impact for council: High priority for cyclists to provide safe and convenient travel
and crossings of arterial roads. All new projects should include and maximize
dedicated space for cyclists. Similarly existing roads should maximize space for
cyclists.


Pedestrian Access
- Identifies locations where there is significant pedestrian activity
- Extent and level of treatment will depend on surrounding land use and
significance of pedestrian generators.
- High activity pedestrian routes should:
- Provide safe and effective movement on wider footpath areas
- Facilitate access to public transport
- Be well lit and DDA accessible
- Provide a safe walking environment through reduced vehicle speeds
- Provide a comfortable walking environment including the provision of street
trees, street furniture
- Promote walking as a travel mode
High Activity Pedestrian areas
- Anzac Hwy (Greenhill Rd to South Road)
- Greenhill Road (Anzac Hwy to Glen Osmond Road)
- Unley Road (Greenhill Rd to Cross Road)
- Glen Osmond Rd (Greenhill Rd to Wattle Street)
- Goodwood Road (Greenhill Road to Mitchell Street)
Local Pedestrian Area
- King William Road (Greenhill Rd to Mitchell Street)
Impact for council:
Priority for pedestrian access should be supported by reduced and calmed traffic
dominance and reinforcement of active main street land uses and places
Provide wider footpath areas that are well lit and provide continuous access
across and along the arterial road network.
Provide a comfortable walking environment including the provision of street trees
and furniture.
Provide a safe walking environment through reduced vehicle speeds
Fullarton Road, around Arkaba centre, Housing SA estates and Highgate Centre
would reasonably be High Activity Pedestrian Areas.
Note: There are no Priority Pedestrian Areas, eg Norwood Parade, Prospect
Road, shown in the City of Unley. The Major District Activity Centre of Unley Road
at least should be included as a Priority Pedestrian Area to support it as the major
activity hub of the city.
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Major Traffic and Freight Routes
- Role is to cater efficiently and safely for all types of road users 24 hrs a day, 7
days a week. Roads typically carry in excess of 20,000 vpd. Includes routes with
significant commuter traffic daily to CBD.
Major Traffic and Freight Routes
- Anzac Hwy (Greenhill Rd to South Road)
- South Road (Anzac Hwy to Cross Rd)
- Greenhill Road (Anzac Hwy to Glen Osmond Road)
- Fullarton Rd (Glen Osmond Rd to Cross Rd)
- Glen Osmond Rd (Greenhill Rd to Cross Rd)
- Cross Road (South Rd to Glen Osmond Rd)
Note: There are no major local freight routes shown in the City of Unley or
proposed road corridors
Impact for council:
Potential to reduce or eliminate on-street parking on arterial roads.
Potential to limit access to roads
Will impact on type and success of adjacent land uses and main street/activity
areas – review relative function and priority of transport and land uses to balance
link and place outcomes

 Peak Hour Routes
These roads link residential and employment areas during peak periods.
Carry large volumes during commuter periods but can change their characteristics
throughout the day and night providing increased support for adjacent land uses
during off-peak periods.
Peak Hour Routes
- Unley Road (Greenhill Rd to Cross Road)
- Goodwood Road (Greenhill Rd to Cross Road)
Impact for council:
Parking and pedestrians
 Tourist Routes
There are no designated tourist routes within the City of Unley. Main street
destinations however, eg King William Road, are tourist destinations.
SUMMARY
The document communicates the department’s definition of the functional hierarchy and
road classification of South Australia’s road network. It identifies which corridors are
important for the different modes of transport and the desired outcomes for each road
function within the hierarchy. It provides guidance for the use of road space to improve
safety and efficiency for the various modes and users of the network. Unfortunately there
is not a similar regard or determination of the commensurate desired land use and
development outcomes for the transit corridors, viz The 30-year Plan for Greater
Adelaide and local development strategy.
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A summary of issues relevant for council are shown below.
Road Type

Function

Impact

State Government Roads
(Arterial Roads)

Resolve transport vs
land use (Development
Plan) active places
priorities
Financial implications
Installation and
maintenance costs

Major Traffic and Freight
Routes

Adjacent Land Use
Manage road reserve
Footpaths, kerb and gutter
Relevant parking restrictions
Street trees and furniture
Provision of footpaths
Appropriate traffic mgt
Relevant parking restrictions
Road crossings
High priority to provide for
cyclists
Develop off-road paths
Provide wide footpaths
Provide safe walking
environment through reduced
vehicle speeds
Reduce or eliminate parking on
arterial roads

Peak Hour Routes

Commuter traffic

Public Transport Routes

Cycle Routes

Pedestrian access

Funding
Maintenance
Audit footpaths
Review speeds in
pedestrian areas.
Resolve transport vs
land use (Development
Plan) active places
priorities
Limit access
Local traders
Parking and
pedestrians

Recommended response
It is recommended that the following information be included in the response to the LGA
and Executive Director, Strategic Transport and Infrastructure Planning Department of
Planning Transport and Infrastructure:
It is acknowledged that the document will be a valuable tool to assist council in an
understanding of the use of the arterial road space to improve safety and efficiency for
the various modes and users of the network. This will flow on to planning decisions as
council works towards it City of Vision plans for the future.
The City of Unley has reviewed the document and in general terms and raises no
objection to the intent and principles shown in the document. However, issues that do
raise some concern include:
- the impact of removal or reduction in parking on arterial roads where it
adversely impacts on adjacent land use, particularly in retail shopping areas
- a ‘link and place’ analysis should be undertaken to clarify the classification of
roads, and their varying parts, to clarify the application of the hierarchy
classification to the range of functions, eg Glen Osmond Road is to fulfill all
functions (equally ?)
- the proposed classification and function is determined on a transport priority.
There should be a commensurate consideration and determination of preferred
priority for other road functions (public transport, cycling, pedestrian access
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-

etc) and particularly priorities of land use outcomes and transit orientated
development, living and active streets as promoted by The 30-year Plan for
Greater Adelaide
the resources required to facilitate wider and lighting of footpaths on the arterial
road network
development of off-road cycle paths including funding and maintenance costs

It is noted that the public transport routes do not include the extension of King William
Street to Cross Road via Victoria Avenue nor the Leader Street route, both of which
provide connectivity within the network.
Council looks forward to working with DPTI to improve accessibility and safety for all road
users within the City of Unley, subject to the availability of funds, and resolving priorities
for the various movement functions of the corridors with those for promoted land use
outcomes.
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BLACKWOOD/BELAIR AND DISTRICT COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION (Inc.)
PO Box 15
Belair 5052
bbdcahills@ozemail.com.au

Comments and Suggestions
re

Integrated Transport and Land Use Plan, 2013
As the community association, Blackwood/Belair and District Community Association
(BBDCA),which covers the whole of the Mitcham Hills area we shall confine our comments in this
paper to issues which affect our community either within the area or in exiting or accessing the
locality.

Comments on Public Transport - way to go
In the past concentration has been on the Adelaide wide road network, to the detriment of Public
Transport which must be considered essential with the issues of Climate Change, reduction in
fossil fuels and suggested increase in population.

RAIL
Tonsley/ Flinders Rail/ Bus Interchange
We strongly support electrification of the various rail corridors, in particular the Tonsley Line and
encourage the extension to Flinders University/ hospital as soon as possible. With park and ride
facilities at both stations and a bus interchange it should reduce the number of private cars as
well as spreading a network of buses across the width of Adelaide. A grade separation would be
necessary at Sturt/South Roads.
The availability of a fast train service with park and ride services would give commuters faster
access to the city and reduce congestion on main roads.

Belair trains
Electrification
The long term proposal in the Report of the electrification of this line was noted with some
cynicism as we have been told this was not possible due to the tunnels on the line. It is
suggested that this could be seen as a political decision. The proposal needs to indicate 'how' eg.
take the top off a hill; enlarge the tunnels by increasing height or deepening tunnels if people are
to accept the proposal even if indicated as 'long term'.
Bellevue Heights Station
It has long been suggested that an extra station between Coromandel and Eden Hills be built by
having another passing loop. Currently parking at both Coromandel and Eden Hills stations is at
a premium. The suggested site at Bellevue Heights near a reconditioned Mitcham Council dump
site has a very large site suitable for a park and ride service provision.

Access for disabled customers
Trains really are the easiest form of public transport for disabled people so we encourage your
comments on increasing this access. This is particularly so where access to some train stations
is extremely difficult for people in wheel chairs, gophers or pushing strollers.
Freight trains
BBDCA like most of the Mitcham Hills population supports the proposal for freight trains to be
rerouted to the north of the Adelaide Hills on relatively unpopulated, flat land and suitable for an
ongoing rail freight hub to Northern Territory and Western Australia.
Freight trains are increasing in length which is dangerous on the rail curves on the Hills line.
Indeed we were fortunate not to have had a major catastrophe when freight carriages came off
the line across the Glenalta railway crossing early one Sunday morning a few years ago.
Another issue with freight trains is that they are so long, and increasing in length, that one freight
train can stop road traffic at two major road crossings - Main Road, Glenalta and Main Road,
Blackwood. This could be disastrous in the event of a bushfire with heavy traffic on roads exiting
the hills..

BUSES
Shepherds Hill Road to Adelaide (G30)
A wider span of hours is needed for G30 bus route services - morning and evening weekdays.
Currently the last G30 leaves King William Road City at 6pm weekdays. For those who work til
6pm it means that the Belair train, and therefore a longer walk, is the only option. We suggest
another G30 route service leaving CBD at 6.30pm weekdays. There are only four services in the
morning, the first leaving Blackwood at 7.00 am, with the fourth leaving Blackwood at 7.45 am.
There should be another service leaving at 8.00 am weekdays.
Substitute bus services
During the last nine months the necessity for these services has shown some poor but also some
good aspects of the enforced use of buses in lieu of trains..
Eden Hills station residents had a lengthy travel experience during closures for corridor works.
In the future, please consider the option of providing two routes for any future bus substitute
services - both operating from Blackwood interchange. That is, one would start/end at
Blackwood, travel to Glenalta, Belair etc on to CBD. The other would start/end at Blackwood,
travel to Coromandel Station to Eden Hills station etc to CBD. Such a split dual system would
avoid lengthy travel time for Eden Hills travellers, plus avoid overcrowding at peak times.
Main Road, Blackwood older residents found that the substitute bus service along Main Road to
Belair then to the city was a boon. Normally there is only a limited service along this road due to
the rail line being close. For older residents, and there is retirement accommodation in this area,
the walk either to Glenalta or Blackwood rail stations is too far. BBDCA suggests that a more
frequent Main Road bus service be maintained even with the train service operating.

Bus feeder services/ Link ups
Feeder services at major transport interchanges make economic sense and encourages more
public transport awareness and use as can be seen in a number of cities around Australia and
overseas.

Bus Routes 195/96 - feeder service
BBDCA believes there would be increased use of buses if a feeder bus service could be used in
the outlying areas of Belair, Glenalta and Hawthorndene. Currently it is a long and winding route
which increases the length and time of this bus route significantly. The feeder bus route could be
between Belair and Blackwood to give those residents the opportunity to link up with either the
train or the more direct bus route from Belair.
Keswick/ Adelaide link up.
Suggestion of bus/train link up at Keswick to service the southern end of city of Adelaide
commuters rather than only from Adelaide railway station.
TRAMS
BBDCA is not sure whether these proposals came from people old enough to remember the
reasons why trams were demolished forty plus years ago. The number of pedestrian / car
accidents; the frustration of car drivers legally obliged to wait when trams stopped for alighting
passengers led to the end of trams, apart from the Glenelg line, and the introduction of more
buses.
Some countries have maintained tram services either on an isolated line similar to most of the
Glenelg tram corridor; by placing the tram line next to the pavement or by having underpasses at
each tram stop. The safety of pedestrians would be paramount and would need the previous
suggestions or a less expensive option could be the re-introduction of 'zebra' crossings.
It does not seem to make much sense to include trams on main roads which continue on to
outer destinations where more cars are likely to be used. Certainly not if the road corridor cannot
be increased without major 'buy backs' option could be the re-introduction of 'zebra' crossings.
Unley/ Mitcham tram proposal
This proposal with the increase of housing density along Unley Road but then continues along
through Mitcham and into the Mitcham Hills and further south is one which could lead to
frustration. BBDCA knows, from our annual community surveys that, as much as DPTI indicates
access by Fullarton Road to Adelaide from the hills, a great percentage of motorists use Belair/
Unley Road.
If the Unley/ Mitcham tram route proceeds it is essential that the land near the Mitcham railway
station is used for a park and ride development for both Mitcham and Mitcham Hills commutersto save congestion closer to Adelaide.

ROADS
It is recognised that the roads in the Mitcham Hills, narrow, windy and often steep leave few
options for change. In a bushfire it could be catastrophic particularly at railway crossings.
Blackwood rail crossing/ Blackwood roundabout
One crossing which would create havoc is the Main Road crossing near the Blackwood
roundabout.
The roundabout, apart from at commuter peak hours, operates reasonably effectively. This could
be benefited by a rail/ road separation at the Blackwood rail crossing which would help reduce
peak hour traffic problems as well as in any bushfire incident.
While DPTI is currently working on a draft Belair/ Blackwood RMP, proposed changes to the
operation of the Blackwood roundabout are unknown. BBDCA still considers traffic lights on the

roundabout, similar to the Blythewood roundabout at the bottom of Old Belair Road may be the
most effective way for the morning peak hour log jam at the Blackwood roundabout between
Main Road, Coro Valley commuters and those coming from Craigburn Farm along Coromandel
Parade.
There are local parking issues around the roundabout which impede the flow of traffic eg parking
outside Blackwood PO. With no parking, a slight move south of the roundabout there may be the
opportunity to increase Shepherds Hill lanes to three which would increase a better flow to Belair,
Coromandel Valley and Coromandel Parade for afternoon commuter traffic.
No parking on the eastern side of the roundabout would allow space for a safe pedestrian
crossing for access to Blackwood station and the bus interchange. The crossing of Main Road
(east to Coromandel Valley) is extremely hazardous for pedestrians.
Traffic lights at Laffers Road and Main Road, Belair.
BBDCA has proposed these lights as one solution to help the situation at the Blackwood
roundabout. Currently traffic from Upper Sturt, Glenalta, Hawthorndene if wishing to head west
towards the coast tend to move towards Shepherds Hill Road increasing the congestion at the
Blackwood roundabout.
By having lights at the Laffers Road intersection it gives the above commuters access to Main
Road, normally extremely difficult. It also means that this traffic is not held up at two rail crossings
- Blackwood and Glenalta. This then gives commuters the option of using Belair Road, an underutilised road, to Springbank Road and west to the coast.

BICYCLE
BBDCA strongly supports the proposal to continue and complete a plan for Mitcham including the
Mitcham Hills. There are a number of commuter cyclists in the hills and no safe route to the city
or the plains apart from Shepherds Hill Road - away from many commuter cyclists trip to the city.
Safe cycle 'off road' access may be difficult to achieve but it does need to be investigated before
deciding it is too hard.
On behalf of Blackwood/Belair and District Community Association

Heather Beckmann
chair BBDCA Roads & Traffic/Public Transport s/c
phone 8278 2150
cc Mayor Michael Picton, Matthew Pears CEO Mitcham City Council, Hon Iain Evans, Davenport,
Hon.Martin Hamilton-Smith, Waite
.

As members of the City of Unley’s Community Sustainability Reference Group, we have the
following comments to make about the DPTI Integrated Transport and Land Use Plan:
We have carefully considered our feedback on The Plan and hope it will be taken into account when
the final version of The Plan is formulated.
Some of our members found The Plan somewhat disjointed to read, and would have found a visual
representation of the overall structure of The Plan helpful in this regard. Our group also believes
that The Plan should be clearly integrated with other State-level plans on which it has a bearing.
We endorse the statements that ‘We need to reduce congestion on inner city roads and have fewer
cars…[and that]… We have to reduce our reliance on cars, especially for commuting, and create
neighbourhoods that are friendly to pedestrians and cyclists’. Our endorsement is underpinned by
our belief that transitioning to a low carbon economy is an urgent social and economic imperative.
We further agree that our public transport systems need to be ‘…reliable, fast, safe and affordable’
and that they should certainly have minimal environmental impact. If our State has greenhouse gas
reduction targets, the goals and targets of The Plan should be in line with them. Besides these
indicators, what other kinds of indicators (e.g. reduced commute times, increase in productivity,
reduction in traffic congestion, etc.) will be used to prove that The Plan succeeds in its aims?
In conjunction with building excellent public transport systems, we believe measures should be
taken to encourage drivers to shift their behavior away from relying on car transport. These could
include introducing a registration tier system like that in Singapore, where full access by car to the
central part of the city costs more on weekdays, than on weekends or on occasional visits to the
city.
It is good to see a section of The Plan devoted to active transport. The vision of ‘Vibrant local
centres and places offering a range of goods and services that are easy and comfortable to access
on foot or by bike’ is a key component of encouraging active transport. But we believe that The
Plan also needs a section on building stronger, resilient communities who use local goods, services
and facilities, thus decreasing their need for reliance on long distance transport. As the population
of cities increases, this will be a significant factor in reducing transport congestion, energy
demands, and costs for both families and governments.
But for those who need to rely on buses for local public transport, it is very important that
attention be paid to the useability of bus routes, including the tailoring of traffic signals to match
local conditions, such as the installation of right turn signals at busy intersections. If this is not
done, commuters will stop using public bus services. (One of our members considers this is
especially necessary at the right turn off Fullarton Rd, travelling north and turning east to Glen
Osmond Road, where a bus hub is proposed.)
In considering The Plan’s statement that ‘…a modern tram network is the best choice for the city’s
future’, we agree that the current tram service through the CBD is certainly well patronized, but
1

point out that this may well be linked to the fact that tram travel in the city is free! There may well
be better alternatives than trams to meet our future public transport requirements. We believe
that the question we should ask is, ‘What kind of transport uses the least fuel resources per unit of
person moved?’ – with resource consumption being measured for the whole process from
manufacture through to the operation of the transport system. Has the DPTI investigated the
Heathrow Pod system (see http://www.ultraglobalprt.com/) or the ‘SkyTran’ personal rapid transit
(PRT) systems (see http://www.skytran.net/) currently being used worldwide?

We should be using the lightest possible public transport vehicles, for better energy efficiency. A
heavy tram carrying only a few passengers, even over relatively short distances, constitutes a huge
waste of energy and resources. The transit options mentioned above are not only energy efficient,
they are innovative, and would set Adelaide apart from other Australian cities.
Another area of concern is the method used to transport food from areas of production to markets
in cities and towns. We strongly advocate an increased use of the more sustainable land freight
systems of rail, light rail and high speed rail.
Whatever mode of public transport is used in the future, it should be powered by energy from
renewable resources, and the carbon footprint involved in all aspects of the transport system’s
construction should be minimized according to world’s best practice standards. We believe that
phasing out the use of fossil fuels in order to minimize climate change should be an emphasis of
The Plan.
Signed: Clare Murphy (Chairperson), Ashley Campbell, Melissa Hellwig, David Hudson, Cecile Storrie
2
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REGIONAL
COUNCIL

Integrated Transport and Land Use Plan Feedback
GPO Box I 533
ADELAIDE SA 5001

By Email: trans on Ian

sa. ov. au

Dear SinMadam

RE: Light Regional Council Submission - The Integrated Transport and Land Use Plan
(October 2013)
Thankyou for the opportunity to provide comment on the State Governments ambitious Integrated
Transport and Land Use Plan (ITLUP). On behalf of the Light Regional Council I would like to
highlight the following key points and local/regional issues as they pertain to the future growth of
northern Adelaide, and in particular the progression and desirability of the Roseworthy Garden Town
Project.
Whilst the Council encourages the emphasis placed on integrating transport and land use planning, it
is disappointing that a plan with a 30 year horizon places such a narrow focus on the land use and
transport needs for an identified State Significant Area (Roseworthy).
At a recent workshop (held 26 June 2013) designed to seek input into the ITLUP held between the
Councils in Northern Adelaide (Northern Adelaide Collaboration or NC21 group), the Department of
Planning, Transport and Infrastructure (DPTl) and the consultant group charged with preparing the
Plan, it was encouraging to hear that there was general support for the Roseworthy Garden Town
Project from the region's representatives (including CEO's and Senior Management). The meeting
highlighted the logical connection that Roseworthy has with existing infrastructure, and the
significance of the currently dis-used railway corridor in providing a key transport option. This meeting
also emphasised the need for early investment and the importance of being 'infrastructure ready' to
ensure infrastructure drives design, in particular transport infrastructure. Unfortunately and from our
regions perspective, in explicability these themes do not appear to be reflected in the State's Plan.
Council are greatly concerned, and feel the need to highlight that the plan appears to provide less
clarity to the Roseworthy Garden Town Project than that of the 30 Year Plan for Greater Adelaide
completed some 3 years ago. Roseworthy continues to be identified on the mapping provided as an
indicative long term 'potential' growth area, albeit that the private sector has spent millions of dollars
over the last 3 years preparing a suitable plan for Roseworthy, largely with the encouragement of the
DPTl. This is riot to mention the significant time and effort that the organisation of Light Regional
Council as a whole has contributed to ensure the Council, region and community are 'Roseworthy
Ready'.
Council seek a direct answer as to wh the Plan a ears to re ress clear identifi i n of he
r n T wn Pro^Ct in what a ears to be an attern t to remove an reference to the
Rosewo h
w rk un rtak n t a from State Gov minent Plans?

Whilst the Roseworthy Garden Town Project continues to have strong private, public and community
support, its current lack of progression and the absence of a commitment from the State Government
on the project continues to place significant private investment at jeopardy.
Postal Address:
PO Box 72, Kap""da, South Australia 5373

Principal Omce
93 Main Street, Kapunda, SA 5373
Fax: (08) 85663262

Telephone: (08) 85253200
Email: light@lightsa. gov. au
Website: WWW. lightsa. gov. au
LiBht Regior^ICOuttcilABN: 3545584/625

Branch Omce

12 Hanson Street, Freeling, SA 5372
Fan (08) 85252441

Whilst the Roseworthy Garden Town Project and Concept Plan precede the release of this latest
State Government Plan, Council takes this opportunity to confirm the concepts and objectives of the
Roseworthy Garden Town Project address a number of the key themes, visions and desired
outcomes of the Integrated Transport and Land Use Plan. In particular:
.

The Plan commences by highlighting the key aim of taking "People to Places. Business to
Markets". The Roseworthy Garden Town Project proposes just that, by encouraging strong,
early investment in the railway link which will guide how the town as a whole is designed.
in addition, the planned Roseworthy employment lands is uniquely positioned adjacent two
(2) key freight routes with easy access to both northern South Australia (Horrocks Highway)
and the eastern states (Sturt Highway),

.

The Plan highlights a number of key transport challenges and solutions to these challenges.
Council suggests the opportunity provided by Roseworthy would have a considerable
influence in achieving these outcomes, namely:
o Growing the role of public transport in servicing our city and urban and regional
centre;

The Roseworthy Garden Town Project provides the first true blustered economy'
(employment and residential land), all of which has the potential to be adequately serviced by
public transport. Both the Roseworthy Garden Town Concept Plan and the Plan itself highlight
significant growth in strategic employment lands. This area will have strong connections to the
residential components of Roseworthy, along with direct connectivity to both the Adelaide
CBD (via the proposed railway link) and the Barossa region
o Providing efficient connections to exporVimport gateways
As discussed above, the Roseworthy Garden Town Project (including employment lands) is
strategically located on two (2) key freight routes with easy access to both northern South
Australia (Horrocks Highway) and the eastern states (Slurt Highway).
Both highways provide easy access to domestic and international markets, port and
intermodal facilities from the proposed 'north-south corridor'
o Supporting lively communities by encouraging active travel modes
A key theme of the Roseworthy Garden Town Project is the creation of safe, accessible and
useable public open space networks which encourage walking and cycling. Linkages are to
be provided throughout to key areas (commercial nodes, institutions etc. ) by the use of
greenways, and the general amenity of the area will lend itself to encouraging active travel
modes.

o Fine-tuning, maintaining and better utilising our existing transport assets.
The proposed re-activation of a currently dis-used railway corridor to link Roseworthy to
Gawler and beyond has the potential to reduce the environmental impacts of transport as a
whole. This re-activation also assists in ensuring that the growth of the Roseworthy State
Significant Area is undertaken in a manner which decreases demand for longer car-based
trips.
The opportunity that the Roseworlhy Garden Town Project presents to the state, both as a model
growth area and as a test case for delivering on a number of the key themes and desired outcomes of
the Integrated Transport and Land Use Plan cannot be under stated. The continued lack of certainty of
timing and lack of State Government commitment to Roseworthy in the State Plans will ultimately
result in a loss of both significant financial and social capital.
Table I (attached) outlines the areas within the Plan which Light Regional Council considers are
lacking in detail with respect to the Roseworthy State Significant Area, or are identified as missed
opportunities.
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If the plan is truly reflective of an integration of both land use and transport, greater reference needs
to be made to those areas and projects which will influence the shape of the Adelaide region in the
future (including Roseworthy).
I welcome any opportunity to meet with DPTl or consultant representatives to discuss the content of
this letter to ensure this unique opportunity is not lost and offer you Council's General Manager,
Strategy Planning and Engineering Mr Nathan Cunning ham as a contact available anytime on
ncunnin ham Ii ht. sa. ovau.

Yours sincerely

^
<:9
Bill Bri n

Mayor
Light Regional Council

Table i- Missed Opportunities and Proposed Amendments'Additions
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Table ,- Missed Opportunities and Proposed Additions/Amendments

Page
9

Concern

OpportunitiesIAmendments

No reference made to the Roseworthy

Reference Roseworthy along with the Playford
Projects to provide clarity and certainty for the

Referencelltem

. Investment in the way we travel across the

city and continued support for new growth

Growih Area.

northern growth areas.

areas in outer suburbs such as the Playford
Projects
. Refocus transport system to support the
growth across inner-Adelaide.

The Roseworthy Garden Town Project
seeks to re"activate a dis-used railway
corridor and drive design around this

Reference the importance of the railway corridor as

an opportunity to address a number of key issues and

as a means of providing sustainable growth which is
away from this vital link, which is unique not focused on inner-Adelaide. The outer Metropolitan
to this project and not a feature of other Transit Oriented Development opportunity should be
areas
reflected in the State's plan.
recently approved growih

important link. Attention being directed

(Playford Projects and Two Wells).
The lack of recognition of the

importance of the rail link to Roseworthy
as a catalyst for both growth and design
elements presents a missed opportunity
to capitalise on existing infrastructure
and drive sustainable growth
I2-, 7

. Key challenges ahead and responding to
the challenges.

Reference is made throughout these

Recognise Roseworthy as a project which addresses

pages of the key challenges and the

a number of the challenges. In particular its nature as

response to these challenges.
No reference is made to Roseworthy as
a means of addressing these identified
challenges even though it is clear that it

a truly 'clustered economy' which provides
commercial lands positioned on two (2) key freight
routes which provide uninterrupted access to both
ports and intermodal facilities

is positioned to address a number of This will support the work completed and continuing
these key challenges.

to be completed on the Roseworthy Garden Town
Pro^Ct and rovide certaint to the rowth area

40

. Reference to the North-South backbone of

the public transport system

Roseworthy rail link not recognised as
contributing to this 'backbone'.

Reference the railway corridor to Roseworthy as part
of this backbone with a proposed I 05,000.00

population, the edge of the northern growth warrants
more than an occasional mention,

Table ,- Missed Opportunities and Proposed AdditionslAmendments
123

. The plan states: 'Housing growth at Angle
Va/e, Playford North, Virginia and Bucklend
Park will be supported by bus services to
these areas which feed into key activity

No reference is made to either the

Roseworthy Growth Area of the railway
corridor as a means of providing access
to activity centres.

Reference Roseworthy specifically as a housing
growth area to provide certainty.
Recognise the railway corridor as a vital link to activity
centres

centres on the electrified Gawler train line

at Elizabeth, Sail^bury and Munno Para. '
125

. Point 2- Complete the electrification of the
entire Gawler Train line. ..

With the exception of the area map
reference to the Roseworthy State

. Point 4- Define and preserve future train
corridors to the north and east of Gawler. ,.

Specifically reference the future development of the

included on page 127, point 4 is the only rail link to Roseworthy as a project within the
Significant Growih Area, albeit that the
project has advanced considerably and

implementation timeframe to provide certainty and
confidence moving forward. Without this, significant
capital investment is at risk.

with support from the DPT!. The
integration of land use and transport
a ears to be lackin on this point.
127

Outer Adelaide Solutions Map

This map represents the only reference
to the Roseworthy State Significant
Growth Area, albeit using vague words
such as 'long term potential future
growth area' and making references to
the location of in fill and growth areas as

Remove the vague reference to the Roseworthy
growth area as both 'potential' and 'indicative' in order

to provide certainty to the project and recognise the
significant work undertaken to date to inform the State
prepared Structure Plan.

indicative.

Again, Council must highlight that this apparent

This reference is ridiculous and of

regression of support (after significant planning
investment) puts at risk the unquestionable economic
benefits from the ongoing capital investment to deliver

considerable concern to Council when

considering the time and investment that
has been placed in the Roseworihy
Garden Town Project to advance it to its
current stage (Structure Plan prepared),
This indicative reference undermines the
work undertaken to date.

this project.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Greg Perkin
transportplan
Melanie Jenkins
Integrated Transport and Land Use Plan
Wednesday, 27 November 2013 10:16:24 AM
Resolution - The Integrated Transport & Land Use Plan.tr5

The Port Augusta City Council has made the following resolution in regard to the Integrated
Transport and Land Use Plan.
THE INTEGRATED
TRANSPORT & LAND
USE PLAN
AR13/29327
F11/4873

that Council:
1.

Commends the State Government for:
·
·

·
2.

Preparing an Integrated Transport and Land Use Plan
(ITLUP) that people can easily understand.
Proposing to construct a by-pass off Port Wakefield,
increase passing lanes and rest areas and duplicate
the Augusta Highway.
Investigate the re-routing of freight rail around Port
Augusta and redevelopment of Spencer Junction.

Raise concerns that:
·

·

·

·

Comments on the Plan are required to be submitted
by 29 November 2013 yet the first presentation of
the Plan and public discussion with State Officers in
Port Augusta is 28 November 2013, one day before
the deadline.
Of the 147 pages, only three relate to the Far North
Region.
The hierarchy of control has not been employed in
the thinking behind the ITLUP. IT now provides great
opportunity to undertake business without needing to
travel. The Plan should have paid more attention to
promoting the use of technology that enables virtual
transport without the need to physically travel.
The opportunity has not been taken to discuss in
more depth how the growth of regional SA and
particularly Provincial Cities could be assisted by
better transport links i.e. transport systems being
used as a catalyst for growth rather than in response
to existing demand.

3.

Express disappointment that the document refers to the Port
Augusta Bridge when in fact it was formally named ‘Joy
Baluch AM Bridge’ on 17 May 2013.

4.

Requests the State Government to give more detailed
consideration to the following issues:
·

·

·

·

The repair of the Great Western Bridge that provides
the critical pedestrian, cyclist and gopher link
between Port Augusta and Port Augusta West as well
as access for emergency vehicles.
Improved information and promotion regarding public
use of the Indian Pacific and Ghan trains to travel
between Adelaide and Port Augusta.
Stating a specific timeline for the improvements to
Yorkeys Crossing, doubling of the Joy Baluch AM
Bridge and duplication of the Augusta Highway.
Fast passenger rail service between Whyalla, Port
Augusta, Port Pirie and Adelaide that is actively
promoted as a catalyst for economic growth in the
Provincial Cities and enables services and facilities in

·

·

all 4 cities to be easily accessible thus improving
efficiency in provision of State services and facilities.
Inter and intra regional air services to enable access
between regional centres and between regional
towns and their regional centre.
The running of a tram service on the already existing
Pichi Richi railway line from Port Augusta to Stirling
North, thus reducing the amount of local traffic
needing to use the Augusta Highway and reduce
conflict with national transport.

CARRIED

Greg Perkin
City Manager

Click here to learn more about Port Augusta:
www.portaugusta.sa.gov.au/goto/promovideo

4 Mackay Street (PO Box 1704)
PORT AUGUSTA SA 5700
Phone: 08 8641 9144 Mobile: 0458 550 400 Fax: 08 8641 0357
Email: admin@portaugusta.sa.gov.au
Web: www.portaugusta.sa.gov.au
The contents of this email may be confidential or subject to copyright, legal professional privilege or public interest
immunity. This email is intended only for the original addressee(s). If you are not the intended recipient, any use,
disclosure or copying of this email is unauthorised. If you have received this email in error, please telephone (08)
86419100 or advise the sender by return email. The City of Port Augusta advises that, in order to comply with Council
policy or its obligations under the Freedom of Information Act 1991 and the State Records Act 1997, email messages
may be monitored and/or accessed by authorised staff.

Click here to learn more about Port Augusta: www.portaugusta.sa.gov.au/goto/promovideo

4 Mackay Street (PO Box 1704)
PORT AUGUSTA SA 5700
Phone: 08 8641 9144 Mobile: 0458 550 400 Fax: 08 8641 0357
Email: admin@portaugusta.sa.gov.au
Web: www.portaugusta.sa.gov.au
The contents of this email may be confidential or subject to copyright, legal professional privilege or public interest immunity. This email is intended only for the original addressee(s). If you are not the intended
recipient, any use, disclosure or copying of this email is unauthorised. If you have received this email in error, please telephone (08) 86419100 or advise the sender by return email. The City of Port Augusta advises
that, in order to comply with Council policy or its obligations under the Freedom of Information Act 1991 and the State Records Act 1997, email messages may be monitored and/or accessed by authorised staff.
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Integrated Transport and Land Use Feedback
GPO Box 1533
ADELAIDE SA 5001

Wudinna and Districts Road Safety Committee Inc
PO Box 88
WUDINNA SA 5652
Email: pjwilly@bigpond.com

23rd November 2013

To Whom It May Concern

We are writing to voice our concerns regarding the Tod Highway, between Kyancutta and Karkoo,
and the main road between Wudinna and Port Lincoln. It is used for local traffic, the carting of grain
to silos, and freight carting between towns. This is an ongoing issue which has been raised
previously, with both letters and petitions to the Government, without any success.
The road is unsafe for the many commuters travelling to Port Lincoln, especially at this time of the
year with harvest underway, and many road trains and trucks on the road. It is especially dangerous
for the Wudinna Area School students who travel on part of this road twice daily. There are not
enough signs to warn traffic of where the students get on and off the bus. It will be too late if
someone is killed. The road is not wide enough for the traffic it carries, and there are few places to
pull off the road.
Lowering the speed limit is not the answer, making a safer road is. Many local people prefer not to
travel to Port Lincoln during harvest time, as it is too risky, and they don’t feel safe.
In the Transport Plan, the Tod Highway is listed, but not as a high priority. We strongly believe it
should be.

Yours sincerely
Josie Williams
Secretary

ABN: 56 505 508 381

24th November 2013
Integrated Transport and Land Use Plan feedback
GPO BOX 1533
Adelaide SA 5001
transportplan@sa.gov.au
To the Dept of Planning, Transport & Infrastructure,
The Community Alliance SA is an umbrella organisation for resident and community groups from
Adelaide and other areas of South Australia, whose aim is:
'To put the people back into planning and development'
This is our submission on the Integrated Transport and Land Use Plan (‘Transport Plan’).
The basic proposals in the Transport Plan for building on and improving public transport are mostly
good in terms of improving the public transport system for Adelaide as it is now.
The main problem is that Greater Adelaide is still without an integrated plan - this plan is not an
‘integrated transport and land use plan’, despite its name. It is merely a transport add-on to the land
use directions of the 30 Year Plan for Greater Adelaide. However, it does refer to increasing densities
in the city centre and inner metropolitan area over and above the growth targets outlined in the 30
Year Plan of 2010 (pages 36, 37, 41 and 43 of the Transport Plan). These are mere references, and
there is no direction given for how or where this densification will be accommodated.
Therefore Greater Adelaide still needs an integrated plan, based on high quality research into land use
and transport, which is formulated by expert analysis of these alongside one another. As the
Transport Plan shows a change in direction for land use, there needs to be a thorough review of the
Planning Strategy (30 Year Plan) to adjust proposed densities across the metropolitan area and/or
reduce the amount of fringe development planned.
Specific points the Community Alliance would like to make are:


There appears to be no traffic modelling for how roads and traffic congestion will be affected by
new population growth and residential densification, particularly in the city centre and inner
Adelaide, and from fringe growth. This requires in-depth analysis, including details like journey
to work information.



The proposals provide little in the way of transport needs for the population growth as outlined
in the 30 Year Plan, particularly for growth on Adelaide’s fringes. For example, despite
predictions that demand will exceed capacity along most of the length of Main North Road with
growth in the northern areas, very little is proposed to address this (page 38 Technical Report).



High capacity, high frequency arterial roads may not be suitable for high density residential
accommodation for a number of reasons including health and social impacts, and other solutions
should be investigated.



Re-designating Adelaide’s arterial roads to clearly identify the high volume ‘transit corridors’
from the lower volume corridors would assist in identifying areas that may be more appropriate
for residential growth.



There is scant attention given to the future dynamics of freight movements through Adelaide, for
example the impact the development of the north-south corridor will have on freight
movements to and from the SE freeway. This could significantly alter which roads may be
suitable for higher density housing, with Cross Road for example taking a far greater load of
freight traffic than currently, and other roads potentially having a fall in freight traffic. This
again highlights the need for transport and land use planning to be undertaken simultaneously.



There is no analysis given of the pros and cons of having a freeway (the north-south corridor)
within Adelaide, no data given to show whether business trips will be greatly improved by the
road, or whether this is the best option for freight travel. Options and information have not been
given for completion of the road, for example whether it should be underground.



There is no real evidence that a tram line on a main road will stimulate densification (given that
buses already service the same routes).



There may be better ways of improving public transport use in corridors than with trams as
proposed. With narrow roads, such as Prospect Road, it is dubious as to whether tram lanes will
give a good result. Research and traffic modelling are needed to see if this is a viable option in
terms of overall traffic flow for the routes as proposed.



Improved and connecting bus networks are a good idea, but the Transport Plan gives no actual
information on how this is to be achieved. Other than this, there is nothing tangible to
significantly increase public transport use.



There are no solid funding mechanisms for the future public transport initiatives. The
withdrawal of Federal funding for city rail projects in favour of road infrastructure is an
appalling and backward step.



There is no real mention of methods and options to relieve traffic congestion in and around the
city centre.



The Technical Report is full of rhetoric and has very little in the way of traffic modelling or
analysis of different scenarios. It therefore appears that the scope and quality of research and
analysis behind the Transport Plan are very limited.

This submission does not give a position on the regional transport directions, including mining and
port infrastructure.
Lastly, I would like to comment on the public consultation process for the Transport Plan, which is
totally inadequate. Until the release of the Transport Plan, the website was devoid of information, or
options for people to consider, although it said “we want to hear your views” and encouraged people
to contribute to the draft strategy by filling out a survey. Now we have been given little over 5 weeks
to study and comment on a very large document. Furthermore, the Technical Report should have
been released at the same time as the Transport Plan, but was only available publicly on or shortly
before 19th November.
The Community Alliance would like to see greatly improved community engagement for significant
planning initiatives like this.
Yours faithfully,

Dr Helen Wilmore, Secretary
Phone: 8522 3019

www.communityalliancesa.org.au

Ref. No: E2013/
Cross Ref No: E2013/5538
File No.: 10.4.2
Initials: AB
28 November 2013
Integrated Transport and Land Use Plan Feedback
GPO BOX 1533
ADELAIDE SA 5001
Email: transportplan@sa.gov.au
Dear Sir / Madam
We write to you with feedback on the proposed SA Integrated Transport Plan and where we
believe additional emphasis needs to be placed within the plan for Kangaroo Island.
We have used the template that you provided in the report and have added detail and additional
needs into this framework. These are all issues that are pertinent to addressing the unique
economic and social disadvantages that our Community and this Council face given that we are the
only Community separated from mainland services by a seaway and/or airway and relies on private
sector enterprise to provide the essential linkages to the rest of the State without any form of State
/ Federal support. This creates a cost environment on the Island that is effectively 26%-30% higher
than our counterparts on the mainland. The Integrated Transport Plan has to recognise this issue
and needs to look at those areas where State Government can continue work with the Council, the
Community and business operators to reduce these barriers to economic and social development
for the Island.
Our comments are incorporated below and are in italics:
Public transport – Area-wide solutions
• Development of a Regional Passenger Transport Plan to address regional accessibility
requirements
• Better information for regional passengers
• Support for the development of integrated passenger services
• Consideration of inclusion of Pensioner Concessions for the Ferry Service (currently the Act
only allows for rail / bus services to access concessions)
Roads
1. Playford Highway (Kingscote to Parndana) – road widening and/or shoulder sealing
2. Hog Bay Road (Kingscote to Penneshaw) – road widening and/or shoulder sealing
3. American River Road (Hog Bay Road to American River) – road widening and/or shoulder
sealing
Area-wide solutions
• Increase maintenance to improve and sustain the performance of the transport network and
make better use of our transport assets
•
Continue additional funding of $2M for Unsealed road maintenance and upgrade
•
Continue reviewing ownership implications of rural sealed road infrastructure
• Continue to implement the road safety strategy and address road safety blackspot and
higher risk locations

Cycling and walking – Area-wide solutions
• State Bicycle Fund – work with Kangaroo Island Council to develop a cycling and walking
strategy
Ports, rail freight and airports
4. Work with local council to identify upgrades for Kingscote airport for operations of larger air
services
a. Kangaroo Island Airport: business case and funding submission for airport extension
and upgrade with the Australian Government
b. Secure funding commitments for airport upgrades and growth implementation over
10 year period
5. Penneshaw Harbor –
a. ferry berth upgrade works
b. Redesign and implementation of Penneshaw traffic management initiatives including
Heavy Goods Vehicle parking and transhipping requirements
6. Kingscote Wharf Upgrade Project
7. Bulk Commodity Seafreight loading point and feeder road network needs
8. Port / Shipping service agreements and negotiations to jointly benefit Community, Island
businesses and port / service operators.
Local Government
• Work with local councils to complete local transport strategies to complement land use
directions of local development plans, with a focus on freight movements and accessible
townships:
•
Road, pedestrian and cycling networks in Kingscote, Penneshaw and other key towns
to support tourism and active local communities
•
Upgrades to support safe and reliable heavy vehicle movements, including last mile
access
•
Work with local Government to implement the national Airport Safeguarding framework
within council development plans, including the Airport Master Plan for Kangaroo
Island Airport
•
Upgrades of boat ramps, jetties and wharfs
Thank you for inviting our feedback – should you have any questions regarding substantiation for
the above additions then please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned.
Yours sincerely

Andrew C Boardman
Chief Executive Officer
cc/- Kris Roberts, GM KIFA
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Dear Sir/Madam,
I attended your information session in Wudinna, I would like to commend Janet Gould in her
professional and caring approachable nature, Janet suggested that I should email as well as filling
out a feedback form.
Red Cross in Ceduna launched the Community Passenger Network in April of this year; we assist
community members as a last resort transport service.
The program aims to reconnect people back into the community who are transport disadvantaged
and increase their social connection by providing information and assistance to better enable them
to attend appointments, community events and social activities.
The community Passenger Network in Ceduna covers Penong, Ceduna, Streaky Bay, & Wudinna
area.
This month alone we have covered 5,532 kms our volunteers have lovingly given 209.5 hours to
assist community members in the areas that the CPN covers.
One of the main concerns is that our trips are increasing due to changes to the Patient Assistance
Transport Scheme (P.A.T.S) with one vehicle to cover such a vast area, we have a wonderful
relationship with the Streaky Bay Council who allow us to use the community vehicle if available to
assist us with transport for their community members, plus Ceduna Health Services allow us to
transport with their vehicle for HACC clients.
Mid-west Health covers Streaky Bay & Wudinna areas and is struggling to keep up the demand for
transport to specialist appointments to and from Port Lincoln and Whyalla Hospital.
We work with Mid-West Health to try and support the community members that are unable to
attend the much needed specialist appointments by providing transport if we are able to do so.
With no direct public transport offered through to Specialists based in Port Lincoln & Whyalla and
the changes in upfront costs through the PATS scheme we are hearing that community members
in the Far West are not attending vital specialist appointments due to cost and transport issues.
Red Cross in Ceduna is heading a Transport Advisory Group with a meeting scheduled for
Tuesday 3 rd December in Ceduna with many organisations based in Ceduna that are having the
same issues with transport for their clients, we have been asked in the past to assist organisations
with transport, but unfortunately have not been in the position to do so.
The Transport Advisory Group also represents the community by encouraging community members
to join us at our meetings; we extend to you an invitation to these meetings with dates to be set for
2014 next Tuesday. We hope to extend these meetings into the other areas of Far West that we
cover.
We also have scheduled another meeting with MP Hon Peter Treloar on the 10 th December, we
are hoping that we can expand the Community Passenger Network to assist community members
with last resort transport and with commitment we will try and expand our resources to do so.
With Kind Regards

Nikki Edwards
Community Support Officer
7/42 Poynton Street, CEDUNA SA 5690
Tel +61 08 8625 3852 | Mobile | Fax | Email
nedwards@redcross.org.au
redcross.org.au

Please consider the environment before printing this email

Hon Jay Weatherill, MP
Premier of South Australia
State Administration Centre
Adelaide SA 5000

29 November 2013

Dear Premier
Integrated Transport and Land Use Plan
I write on behalf of the Southern Adelaide Economic Development Board (the Board)
in response to the draft Integrated Transport and Land Use Plan recently released by
your Government.
As you will be aware, the Board was formed some six years ago by the Cities of
Marion and Onkaparinga to assist with the ongoing development of the Southern
Adelaide economy. In this regard, the Board seeks to provide business leadership
within the region and advice and guidance to the two councils on economic
development matters.
I would like to begin by commending the South Australian Government on the
preparation of such an important strategic document. The integration of land use
planning with transport infrastructure and service delivery is crucial to ensure that the
future development of the State is undertaken in a way that reflects the community’s
needs and aspirations.
The Board is firmly of the view that the Plan and, in particular, the prioritisation of
projects within it should be driven by desired outcomes and that the stimulation of
economic development, jobs growth and liveability should be the key objectives. We
therefore see the Plan playing a critical role in unlocking the potential of the South
which in turn will contribute enormously to achievement of the 30 Year Plan
objectives. It is within this context that I now provide some more detailed comment
on aspects of the Plan as it relates to Southern Adelaide.
North-South Corridor
It is vital that the development of this corridor and the proposed ‘non-stop’ nature of
the road reflect its importance as an economic and social corridor not merely a
transport corridor. Indeed, this statement holds true for all the major transport
corridors in the Southern region. In particular, access to and from South Road to the
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very large business communities either side of the road between Darlington and
Anzac Highway is critical to stimulate further economic development and jobs growth.
In addition, good east-west movement across the road is also extremely important for
both the business and general community either side of the corridor.
Darlington
Reference in the Plan to South Road improvements in the Darlington area make no
mention of earlier proposals to extend the Tonsley rail line to Science Park, Flinders
Medical Centre and Flinders University. The Board believes that integrating such a
public transport link with grade separation of the major roads would have significant
economic and community benefits and help stimulate more and better urban
development outcomes. The improved connectivity between Flinders University and
the Tonsley Redevelopment in particular would be of immense contribution to
achieving the vision for Tonsley.
Maximising opportunities around the electrified Seaford rail line
The considerable investment by the South Australian government and Federal
Government in extension of the Noarlunga rail line and its electrification offers a great
opportunity to achieve more urban densification and economic development
outcomes particularly around key nodes. Easy access to modern electric rail
services will attract keen developer and community interest however additional work
needs to be undertaken to fully realise the opportunities. In particular:
Castle Plaza – The proposed extension of the Castle Plaza shopping centre
and realignment of part of the local road network will also create parcels of land
with mixed use high density commercial and residential development potential.
Although the Seaford rail line is in close proximity, the location of the existing
stations is less than optimal and a new station near the Raglan Avenue
crossing would deliver the public transport service to this major activity centre
and help unlock further private sector investment.
Oaklands Rail Crossing – The area around Oaklands Station and the Marion
Regional Centre has been identified in the 30 Year Plan for Greater Adelaide
as a key area that offers potential for higher residential densities and as a
mixed use activity centre. However, the current road and rail infrastructure
works against the creation of an attractive, walkable and vibrant peoplefocused place. Early action is encouraged on the grade separation of rail and
road to assist with realising the development potential.
Noarlunga Regional Centre – This is another area of considerable opportunity
for mixed use, higher intensity activities around the electrified rail service but
there is a need for an upgraded Noarlunga station to act as the focal point.
Port Stanvac
This area is of critical importance for the further future economic development of
Southern Adelaide and therefore road connections to the Southern Expressway and
a potential upgrade of Lonsdale Station will be key transport infrastructure issues.
Southern Tram Network
There is potential to further stimulate urban densification in the inner southern part of
the region through the future development of a tram service linking the existing
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Adelaide-Glenelg service with Marion Regional Centre, Tonsley, Flinders Medical
Centre and Flinders University via Diagonal and Sturt Roads. This, in turn, could link
with an extended Tonsley rail line. We suggest that this proposal be considered as
part of the overall Plan.
In conclusion, the Board welcomes this initiative and the opportunity to provide
comment and input to the development of the Plan. We look forward to working with
you and the South Australian Government in realising the vision outlined in the
Integrated Transport and Land Use Plan for the benefit of Southern Adelaide and
South Australia as a whole.
Yours sincerely

Tom Phillips, AM
Chair
Southern Adelaide Economic Development Board
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
RAA welcomes the opportunity to respond to the South Australian Government’s Paper the “
Integrated Transport and Land Use Plan” (the Plan).
RAA has continuously emphasised the need for a transport plan. The issue of integrated
transport planning, particularly in the context of regional and whole-of-state development,
has long been a priority for RAA.
RAA believes that the formulation of the Plan is an important step forward. However a
detailed implementation plan to ensure the delivery of the Plan is the vital next stage to
ensure priorities and time frames are committed to.
RAA seeks a Plan that has as its fundamental objective the need to enable people to get to
where they want to go, utilising all forms of transport and that creates an effective balance
between private and public transport systems.
RAA acknowledges the importance of sustainable transport options including the integration
of cycling and walking as vital components of the transport framework. RAA supports
measures outlined in the Plan to create an expansive cycling and pedestrian network which
provides safety for all users.
RAA is supportive of public transport within both urban and regional areas of the state, and
within an overall integrated planning and land use context. The overall growth of Adelaide
and surrounding regions poses major challenges to the achievement of economic efficiency,
environmental goals, social equity and communty health. The continued development of
South Australia’s transport system is therefore crucial to addressing these challenges.
The proposed improvements in public transport infrastructure are supported in principle,
however RAA also believes that access and traffic flow for other vehicles needs to be
maintained.
Modelling of initiatives such as the extensions to the tram network must be included to
demonstrate they are the best option for the particular situation. This should overcome
issues in the past where projects such as the electrification of Gawler, Seaford and Tonsley
rail lines were not delivered due to a lack of political commitment. In general, the proposed
upgrades and expansions to the roads in the central Adelaide region and rural South
Australia are supported.
RAA recognises that the Plan focuses on improving the efficiency and safety of the Inner
and Outer Ring Routes. RAA strongly supports this initiative and considers it a priority in
providing improved movement along and across these routes. The upgrade of the NorthSouth Corridor as a long-standing matter of priority is also supported.
RAA supports the introduction of a program for the removal of roadside hazards, in
particular stobie and unprotected power poles within the road corridor because of the proven
danger these pose to motorists in the event of a crash. Where these cannot be removed,
appropriate protection should be provided to reduce the severity of injuries.
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RAA endorses the proposed duplication of Richmond Road between South Road and
Railway Terrace, as well as the upgrades to North East Road and Main North Road. These
are important transport corridors and improvements will increase their efficiency.
Main South Road and Victor Harbor Road duplications are also supported, as these roads
have suffered high crash rates in the past and RAA has continuously recommended
duplication of both these roads.
RAA endorses the proposed introduction of managed access onto the South Eastern
Freeway at key locations, as well as the proposed improvements to the Barossa Valley Way,
which is an important tourist and regional freight route.
The proposals for upgrades to the highways in the Far North Region, Eyre and Western
Region and Yorke and Mid North Region are also supported, with some further
recommendations made for Tod Highway and Augusta Highway.
The upgrade proposals for Kangaroo Island are a positive inclusion, and we seek from State
and Federal governments a commitment to the Kangaroo Island Council in upgrading a
number of local roads to an appropriate standard.
The improvements to the Murray and Mallee Region and Limestone Coast Region are
supported, with some amendments to the prioritisation of the projects.
RAA strongly supports increased maintenance funding to ensure that the transport network
is maintained at a level that allows the safe and effective movement of traffic . RAA also
believes that whole of life costing must be applied to any new projects to ensure there is
adequate provision to maintain them for their duration.
In general, RAA believes that working with local government will be a critical factor in
achieving the initiatives proposed in the Plan.
As Intelligent Transport Systems develop it is important that the use of technology is
embedded in the design of any new transport management system or infrastructure.
It is also vital that the Plan is reviewed every five years to ensure its ongoing effectiveness
and relevance.

INTRODUCTION
The Royal Automobile Association of South Australia (RAA) represents the interests of
almost 600,000 South Australians, 27 per cent of whom reside in regional areas. Our
members look to RAA to represent their interests on a broad range of motoring and mobility
related issues and in particular road safety. South Australians expect and deserve a safe,
efficient and viable transport system, which meets their mobility needs through the various
stages of their lives.
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RAA is a member of the Australian Automobile Association (AAA), which represents all
Australian state and territory motoring clubs. Collectively, RAA and its sister clubs serve the
interests of nearly seven million Australian motorists and, indirectly, all Australian motorists.
RAA believes that the provision of appropriate road connectivity, freight infrastructure and
public transport contributes not only to long-term economic development and sustainability of
the community, but also provides vital access for those people in remote locations. Efficient,
safe and affordable transport is a key concern for our members and an ongoing challenge
for Adelaide and South Australia in general.
RAA commends the Plan for acknowledging the need to focus on developing a central city
that is healthy, lively, creative, dynamic and safe and that should not be achieved at the cost
of communities in the greater metropolitan region or regional South Australia.
As the State continues to grow and transport options expand, the development of outer
lively, creative, dynamic and safe environments must also be supported. RAA also
recognises that while there is currently a trend for increased higher density living, this will not
be the choice of all.
This submission provides RAA’s recommendations on the initiatives proposed in the State
Government Discussion Paper.

THE INTEGRATED TRANSPORT AND LAND USE PLAN – SPECIFIC
COMMENTS
Delivering the Plan
RAA recognises that the State Government proposes to fund a $36 billion 1 30-year plan
capital investment where:
•
•

State & Federal Contribution consists of $29 billion
Private Sector contribution is $7 billion

The Plan indicates that Federal Government funding will be mostly targetted at the national
road and rail networks, while private investment will focus on creating new port, rail and road
infrastructure for the mining sector and associated industries. State Government funding will
contribute to expanding the state road and public transport networks.
RAA understands that the State Government is indicating further resources will be required
to fund the Plan, but believes that there are currently sufficient funds collected from motorists
which are not reinvested back into transport infrastructure.
In the current financial year, the State Government estimates $1.513 billion will be spent on
transport (combined State & Federal funds), however South Australian motorists will
contribute $2.8 billion in the same year:
1

Current Dollars
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•
•

$1.37 billion to the State Government (vehicle registration, GST on fuel, stamp duty,
levies, fines etc.)
$1.47 billion to the Federal Government (eg. fuel excise, luxury car tax, vehicle tariffs)

In addition, the cost of delivering infrastructure is increasing at a faster rate than inflation,
therefore the sooner the Plan is delivered, the lower the overall cost. RAA continues to call
on governments to hypothicate all revenue generated from motorists back into mobility
infrastructure.
RAA encourages the State Government to leverage greater funding from the Federal
Government, as South Australia’s portion of total national transport funding is decreasing.
Improving Processes
Existing Infrastructure
RAA supports the use of Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) applications to improve the use
of the existing transport network. The use of ITS into the future should be expanded to
include not only private and freight transport options but all transport modes including the
implementation of smart technologies to assist traffic management that can ease congestion
and improve sustainability.
RAA also advocates that where reductions in speed limits occur, they should not be enacted
in order to reduce road upkeep costs of existing roads. Introduction of new bus lanes and
cycling lanes or pedestrian walkways should also not negatively impact on motorists, as the
car will remain a dominant mode of transport.
Increasing Private Participation in Infrastructure Delivery
RAA considers that national harmonising efforts regarding tendering processes and Public
Private Partnerships in the Eastern States should be continued to widen the potential bidder
market.
RAA opposes the sale of existing South Australian roads or public transport infrastructure to
the private sector in order to fund future projects, given the State Government already
receives a windfall from motorists.
Regulatory Framework
RAA considers that any introduction of legislation to bind the Plan to the planning strategy
should have bipartisan political support.
In addition, prioritisation of projects should be based on a transparent selection process with
a comparable economic cost and benefit assessment.
The Plan should also not be finalised until relevant stakeholders, such as RAA, have had an
opportunity to consider the recommendations of an Expert Panel on Planning Reforms.
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Capital Investment and Recurrent Spending
The proposed capital investment, equivalent to $36 billion in 2013, must be expended
prudently to ensure that the State derives maximum benefit from every infrastructure
project. The design and construction of all infrastructure therefore needs to be fit for
purpose, capable of delivering appropriate levels of service and value for the duration of the
design life.
The $36 billion captial investment program must also consider any recurrent spending that
will be incurred to maintain this infrastructure. The Plan must therefore consider the wholeof-life cost including contingencies of any infrastructure investment to ensure that it can be
delivered and maintained for its economic life. In determining the whole-of-life infrastructure
cost and how this could be funded, it is important to recognise that revenue currently derived
from private vehicle usage for this purpose may reduce as people change to more efficient
vehicles and use other forms of transport more frequently.
Public Transport
RAA is pleased to note the development of a public transport network that connects major
activity centres. The current public transport system provides a city-centric service, with
significant benefits for commuters accessing the CBD. RAA recognises that inter-suburban
transit options are still to be explored as greater detail for implementation is released.
It has long been reported that public transport has a city-centric focus, with Journey to Work
data indicating a significantly higher percentage of CBD workers using public transport when
compared to metropolitan workers. RAA believes that creating a vibrant metropolitan public
transport system which services inter-suburban travel can support government targets of
increasing passenger transport numbers, while reducing the number of cars on arterial
roads.
RAA also supports real time running data and believes commuters should have access to
the most accurate and up to date information available. RAA considers that running time
data will create both an expectation and improved public transport accountability.
The electrification of the Gawler, Seaford and Tonsley rail lines will provide a much needed
modernisation of the current rail system.
In relation to the recent federal Coalition announcements, RAA recognises that there will be
a focus on roads rather than passenger rail infrastructure. Therefore, any improvements
such as the final phase of electrification and new tram services will require either alternative
funding models to be presented or to be funded out of State budgets.
Improving Adelaide access to the O-Bahn service is a key measure stated in the Plan. The
O-Bahn’s popularity has included the need to increase facilities such as park and ride, along
with facilitating more regular services. RAA recognises that the O-Bahn runs on 27 year old
infrastructure and the Plan does not indicate the short, medium or long term capacity of this
infrastructure.
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RAA would also like to see the prioritisation of projects in the Plan. While the projects have
been categorised as short, medium or long term initiatives, there is no indication in each
segment of a prioritised order.
With any significant changes to the arterial road network, RAA advocates for assurance that
motorists will not be unduly disadvantaged in any such changes. RAA believes that
modelling is required to ensure that motorists will have a choice on their preferred form of
transportation.
In general, RAA welcomes all the steps outlined in the Plan in order to create an integrated
public transport system that is accessible to all.
Tram Network Extension
In principle, RAA supports improved public transport. The Plan strongly focuses on
extending the tram network as a key part of improving public transport services. While trams
can be extremely effective, it is essential that all other transport options are investigated
before committing to such an extensive expansion of the tram network, particularly along
exising road corridors. Operating trams on corridors such as Unley Road raises concerns
about how traffic would safely co-exist on these routes. These issues, along with impact on
local access, loss of parking and pedestrian access to stops must be considered.
There also needs to be provision for an increase in recurrent funding to cover the long term
maintenance and eventual upgrade of the associated tram infrastructure, bearing in mind
that high cost, coupled with falling patronage led to the eventual demise of the original
network in the 1950’s. Investigation in the feasibility of extending the tram network along
arterial routes needs to be undertaken in the short term so that any development along these
routes can take into account the impact of tram operation as this will influence any significant
development.
In reviewing the planned tram network, RAA recognises that a city centric focus is apparent
from the mapping provided. RAA believes that development of outer metropolitan centres
should in the future be considered in light of centralised services delivered. Marion,
Noarlunga, Elizabeth and Mount Barker all continue to grow and become more centralised
hubs.
The Plan needs to recognise and consider the current Adelaide City Council’s Smart Move
Integrated Movement Strategy that highlights the vision for mobility within the City
boundaries to ensure all plans are integrated. In particular, the function of the Inner Ring
Route needs to be considered in the context of this Strategy to ensure it is capable of
accepting additional traffic that is diverted away from the centre of the City.
Bus Priority
RAA supports in principle the provision of improved priority along key corridors, provided that
access is maintained for other traffic. This may require the adoption of variable lane
configurations on some routes to provide additional lane capacity during peak periods for
public buses (and taxis).
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RAA considers improved running times cannot necessarily be attributed to the
implementation of Currie and Grenfell Street bus lanes as changes to bus timetables
occurred at the same time.
Since the implementation of the bus lanes on Currie and Grenfell Street, the traffic volumes
along the streets have decreased by 4% equating to 800 vehicles. Traffic studies show that
this portion of traffic has shifted onto parallel streets although no information has been
provided on the impact that this has on neighbouring streets in terms of capacity, delay and
queue lengths.
While traffic modelling of bus lanes in Grenfell and Currie Streets was undertaken and a
report on their perfomance released, this was not the case for the lanes on ANZAC Highway.
RAA therefore strongly recommends detailed traffic modelling and stakeholder engagement
to ensure that the best available options for all road users are developed prior to any new
bus lanes being introduced.
Cycling and Walking
Cycling and walking are the preferred modes of transport for many people both in the urban
and regional areas of South Australia, providing both access and recreation while improving
community fitness.
RAA Member Advocacy Survey results for 2013 indicate that more than 45 per cent of RAA
members use transport other than a car each week and over one in five of these members
use a bike as their alternative transport mode.
RAA members are more likely to cycle if they are regionally based, with over 30 per cent of
country members cycling as an alternative transport option, compared to just over 20 per
cent of metropolitan members.
Research indicates that when considering a journey of 5km or less in congested traffic, door
to door travel time is quicker on a bicycle than by car. As such, RAA encourages the
Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure to consider integrating safe separated
cycling and pedestrian options within 5 km radiuses of community hubs such as shopping
centres, medical services and schools.
RAA welcomes the proposed solutions and actions within the Plan. RAA supports major
infrastructure that includes facilities for safe cycling participation and believes incorporating
separated cycling infrastructure on new projects should be considered essential. RAA also
supports the completion of currently discontinuous sections of the existing cycling network
and the construction of a major east-west and north-south cycling route in the City of
Adelaide.
RAA supports the provision of a variety of mobility or transit options for South Australians
that can be achieved with transit corridors that provide facilities encouraging multi-mode
transport options.
RAA also believes that the increased safe cycle storage facilities at traditional “Park and
Ride” stations will encourage cycle and ride or park, cycle, ride alternatives.
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RAA supports the placement of on-road cycle treatments, where the loss of parking and
traffic capacity can be accommodated within the road system without undue or adverse
impacts.
Attention to the inclusion of safe crossing locations for arterial roads is also supported as this
currently is a barrier on many cycling routes.
Segregated cycle facilities or designated alternative on-road routes parallel to and in close
proximity to main roads provides the greatest protection to cyclists, however RAA believes
that when such infrastructure cannot be retrofitted alternative engineering options should be
explored.
RAA recommends the inclusion in the Plan of clearly identified separated cycling
infrastructure and its integration into the wider road hierarchy. Identification of high-risk areas
within the local street network and the treatment of these areas to create bicycle routes must
also be addressed within the principles of an integrated system providing a benchmark for
safe cycling.
RAA also recommends ongoing assessment and alteration of traffic management systems,
ensuring signalised intersections on cycle routes have appropriate detection systems
registering the presence of cyclists to avoid undue delays.
Consideration of the the cycling needs of regional centres is an important element of the
integrated transport plan. Cycling is a viable mode of transport with the ability to link regional
towns in close proximity. Safety is cited as the single biggest barrier for cyclists and this
safety is compounded when cyclists are sharing regional roads with high speed traffic and
increased freight movement.
Separated cycling infrastructure and the development of a safe metropolitan and regional
cycling network will continue to develop cycling as a viable and safe alternative to motoring.
RAA believes that investigating the development of an online cycling Black Spot reporting
tool in conjunction with other agencies would be a beneficial initiative for cyclists, as well as
the development of a “near miss” database which would assist in reporting and assessment
of cyclist safety.
Airports
RAA welcomes the ongoing improvements to the safety, capacity and quality of regional
airstrips. As regional aviation continues to grow, the eight regional airports will continue to
provide services to Adelaide, covering the State in all directions other than eastern South
Australia. There is no functional regional air service to the Riverland. Renmark has a
regional airstrip that is not highlighted on the map and regionally is a key priority for upgrade,
providing growth opportunity in both the resource industry and as an alternative transport
option. Therefore RAA recommends that the regional airstrip at Renmark be upgraded to
enable the operation of regular air services to the Riverland.
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Central Adelaide Region
North South Corridor - South Road
RAA strongly supports the upgrade of the North-South Corridor as a long-standing matter of
priority. The travel time studies conducted by RAA indicate that the majority of Adelaide's
major north-south arterial roads do not meet minimum acceptable standards for travel times
during peak travel.
RAA looks forward to the outcome of the recently announced Federal government funded
investigation which aims to determine which section of South Road should be upgraded first.
RAA supports the fact that the Darlington review will also include options for the corridor to
the intersection with ANZAC Highway as this should ensure each adjacent section will
perform effectively when upgraded.
Inner and Outer Ring Routes
RAA recognises that the Plan focuses on improving the efficiency and safety of the Inner
and Outer Ring Routes. RAA strongly supports this initiative and considers it a priority in
providing improved movement along and across these routes. RAA believes consideration
should be given to grade separation in the longer term, but in the short term the performance
of these routes needs to be assessed and operational improvements investigated as a
matter of priority.
The recent upgrade of the Britannia Roundabout has demonstrated that relatively low cost
treatments within an existing intersection footprint can bring significant improvements in both
safety and operation through the provision of a layout that is now easier to use.
RAA believes that the intersection of Main North Road and Grand Junction Road should be
considered for grade separation to improve the north-south flow of traffic as this currently
results in long delays during peak periods.
The Plan proposes providing alternative routes to divert through traffic from the centre of the
City of Adelaide. RAA believes that this can only be effective if the Inner Ring Route is
upgraded to provide motorists with faster and more reliable journey times than those
currently achieved.
Richmond Road Duplication
RAA supports the proposed duplication of Richmond Road between South Road and
Railway Terrace. RAA recognises that this corridor carries significant east-west traffic, with a
significant proportion of this traffic being commercial vehicles, including B-double
combinations. The existing section of single lane traffic between South Road and Railway
Terrace impedes access to and from South Road. In conjunction with the proposed upgrade
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of intersections along Sir Donald Bradman Drive, this initiative would provide an improved
access to the airport.

North-East Road and Main North Road
RAA supports the proposed upgrade of Main North Road, including the provision of three
traffic lanes between Montague Road and the Grove Way. RAA also supports the proposed
upgrades to North East Road. RAA believes that these are important transport corridors and
therefore supports improvements to increase their efficiency and ensuring they are capable
of meeting future demands.
The area wide road solutions are fully supported, particularly in reference to increased
maintenance of the network.

Main South Road and Victor Harbor Road Duplication
RAA supports both the proposed duplication of the section of the Victor Harbor Road from
Old Noarlunga to McLaren Vale as well as the section of Main South Road between Seaford
to Aldinga. These roads have suffered high crash rates in the past and RAA has
consistently recommended duplication of both these roads.
Upgrades to both the Noarlunga to Cape Jervis and Noarlunga to Victor Harbor Roads are
also supported. RAA welcomes the fact that the section of the road from Noarlunga to Mt
Compass will be duplicated in the future, albeit when required. RAA recommends this
should be prioritised because of the high numbers of crashes that occur on this section of
the route.
RAA supports the provision of overtaking lanes on the Victor Harbor to Goolwa Road as
currently, high traffic volume during holiday times renders overtaking difficult and potentially
dangerous.
Improvements to the Mount Barker to Cape Jervis Road are supported due to the popularity
of this section as a tourist and regional freight route. RAA recognises that the improvements
will address the issue of unsealed shoulders, roadside hazards and limited overtaking
opportunities on this road in its current condition.
South Eastern Freeway
RAA supports the proposed introduction of managed access onto the South Eastern
Freeway at key locations in order to address the increasing demands and ensure that traffic
can safely merge from the access ramps in a controlled manner. The provision of a second
access from Mt Barker to the SE Freeway via Bald Hills Road is also supported in order to
meet both current and future demand as development in this area increases.
Barossa Valley Way
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RAA supports the proposed improvements to the Barossa Valley Way, as this is an
important tourist and regional freight route. RAA recognises that the provision of overtaking
lanes, shoulder sealing, road widening and intersection upgrades will improve both the
safety and efficiency of this route.
Area wide Road Solutions
RAA supports the proposed program of road widening and shoulder sealing on major freight
and major traffic routes. RAA has long advocated for these programs to be expanded, as
research indicates that such treatments are cost effective and result in reduction in the
number of crashes.
RAA supports the proposed transport infrastructure improvements in the Gawler, Playford,
Mt Barker and Noarlunga regions which aim to support and encourage future development.
RAA considers that any such transport improvements should also provide for cycling and
public transport to ensure that all transport options are available to people in these areas.
Local Government
RAA believes that working with Local Government will be a critical factor in achieving the
initiatives proposed in the Plan due to the impact that any changes to the development along
arterial road corridors will have not only on access, but also to the abutting local road
network.
The changes to land use plans and the progressive adoption of higher density developments
will challenge communities and they will need to be confident that issues such as transport
access and traffic issues are addressed as part of any development to ensure there is no
degradation of amenity.

Rural South Australia
Tourism is a key economic component to sustainability of the regional areas in South
Australia. Many regional roads support large volumes of tourist traffic in addition to providing
key regional freight and community access. Therefore, more resources need to be allocated
to allow the upgrading and maintenance of these routes to provide safe and effective travel
for all road users. Tourist routes need to provide clear information, regular and well
maintained rest areas and generally be readily navigable by motorists who may be unfamiliar
with the region.
The Dukes Highway is a valuable regional arterial road corridor for local, tourist and freight
transport. Recent upgrades to sections of the Dukes Highway are providng safer regional
road infrastructure, and in turn having a positive impact on community, tourism and freight
transport.
Outer Adelaide
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RAA support the proposals for the public transport system in the outer Adelaide region and
in particular the initiatives for the expansion of the Mount Barker Park and Ride facility which
would make public transport more attractive for rural motorists commuting into the city.
RAA commend the proposals such as widening of several roads in the region, as well as the
provision of shoulder seals and additional overtaking lanes. The second interchange at
Mount Barker is a welcome addition which will ease congestion on Adelaide Road, relieving
pressure caused by the housing and industry development within the area.

Far North Region
RAA supports the proposals for the Far North Region particularly the commitment to
upgrade Yorkey’s Crossing, which has been an issue for some time. Upgrades to the Stuart,
Augusta and Barrier Highways are also welcomed in recognition of the growing traffic
volumes using these routes, particularly with the forecast expansion of mining development
in this region.
RAA’s highway reviews combined with nominations received from our Risky Roads
campaign indicated that road widening, shoulder sealing and improved maintenance are
priorities in the Northern Region, As such, it is encouraging that these area wide solutions
have been considered and will be implemented.
Eyre and Western Region
As identified in RAA’s Highway Review and the 2013 AusRAP Star Ratings, road widening
and shoulder sealing are key safety features that would result in the Eyre Highway achieving
a higher Star Rating. RAA therefore commends the proposals that have been put in place for
this treatment to be rolled out not only for the Eyre Highway but also for the Lincoln, Flinders
and Tod Highways.
During RAA’s Risky Roads campaign, the Tod Highway received the highest number of
nominations of any rural road. As such, the proposal for widening and shoulder sealing on
this section is supported. However, RAA also found that significant areas of the pavement
are in a poor condition; therefore rehabilitation of pavement should be included within the
proposals.
It is also recommended that the Tod Highway is prioritised, as improvements on this highway
are long overdue and its current state is posing a number of issues for road users both in
terms of safety and efficiency.
RAA supports the proposals to work with local authorities on issues such as developing local
bypasses of major towns for heavy vehicles and improving infrastructure and access that will
ensure safe and reliable heavy vehicle movements.
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Yorke and Mid North Region
RAA supports the upgrade proposals for the Augusta Highway, but recommends that as a
long-term goal, full duplication should be considered in order to provide greater safety and
efficiency benefits.
RAA endorses the proposed treatments for the other highways in the region, namely the
Barrier Highway, Yorketown Road, Main-North Road, Wallaroo-Port Wakefield Road and
the Mid-North Freight Route including intersection upgrades, road widening, shoulder
sealing and provision of overtaking lanes. Additionally RAA strongly recommends that RM
Williams Way should also be included with the roads in this region identified for treatment
because of the connection it provides between Clare, Jamestown and Peterborough and
given its current poor condition.
RAA endorses the proposed treatments for the other highways in the region including
intersection upgrades, road widening, shoulder sealing and provision of overtaking lanes. As
part of the road widening projects, RAA recommends the provision of Audio Tactile Line
Marking (ATLM) throughout the highways and in particular on long sections between towns,
in order to provide a safety net for motorists suffering fatigue.
Kangaroo Island
RAA supports road widening and shoulder sealing on the Playford Highway and the
Kingscote to Penneshaw Road, with emphasis that both treatments are required to achieve
an acceptable safety standard. RAA also seeks from State and Federal governments to
commit to supporting Kangaroo Island Council in upgrading a number of local roads to an
appropriate standard, particularly those that lead to key tourist attractions.
It is unclear in the proposal as to whether the $2M additional funding for Kangaroo Island
Council is over and above the existing $2M funding support that RAA is aware of. RAA
considers the current support of $2M per annum to be insufficient in addressing the scale of
the infrastructure problem and believes a new funding model is required to support the failing
and substandard infrastructure. The Council also requires additional and dedicated funding
support for construction and upgrading of drainage infrastructure. The poor quality and lack
of current drainage infrastructure results in many parts of the road network being closed for
substantial periods following high rainfall events.
Having attended the recent Kangaroo Island “Unlocking Opportunities” Open Day, RAA
understands from the information supplied that the transport infrastructure has not been
effectively considered in the overall development plans, but has instead been left to be
developed at a later stage. RAA believes that this approach is not sustainable and any
strategic plans for the island that are under development should consider and include a
transport plan that will set out the infrastructure requirements for the strategic plans.
Murray and Mallee Region
RAA supports the upgrade proposals for the Sturt Highway, including the bypasses
proposed at Renmark and Truro. RAA believes that the bypasses will reduce the volume of
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through traffic in the towns, improving safety for motorists and pedestrians, as well as
reducing overall delay to vehicles.
Duplication of the Dukes Highway between Tailem Bend and Keith is also encouraged in the
medium term.
RAA supports road widening and shoulder sealing throughout the highways and other
country roads. RAA recommends that this should become a short to medium term treatment,
particularly on major freight routes, as it will increase safety on these corridors.
Replacement of the Paringa Bridge is a necessity and should be considered in the medium
term. RAA also supports an investigation into the duplication of Swanport Bridge in the
longer term.

Limestone Coast Region
The Penola bypass on the Riddoch Highway has become a priority over the last few years
and RAA supports the project progressing in the short term. Road widening and shoulder
sealing is supported throughout the region and overtaking lanes and additional rest areas
are welcomed for the Riddoch Highway.
RAA also supports the duplication of the Dukes Highway between Keith and the border;
however it is recommended that this should be a medium term treatment. RAA would
support a review of options for heavy vehicle bypasses of towns such as Naracoorte and
considers this a worthy road safety solution.

Vehicle By-pass of Rural Townships
In situations where the volume and/or the high proportion of heavy commercial traffic is
impacting on the safety and amenity of the rural township, diverting commercial and through
traffic away from the rural township should be considered. However, the benefits of a vehicle
bypass of a rural township or city need to be carefully considered against the negative
impacts that may arise through a reduction in economic and social activity that may occur
with a reduction in passing traffic. This will vary, depending upon the location and therefore
any proposed by-pass would need to be considered on a case by case basis and subject to
extensive consultation with key stakeholders and the community. Such projects can only
proceed with community support.

Safer Roadside Environment
In the quest to provide a greater range of options as to how people can move around the
State, the need to provide a safe environment both on and off the road should not be
overlooked. Roadside hazards, in particular stobie and unprotected power poles within the
road corridor, pose an ever present threat of serious injury to motorists and cyclists in the
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event of a crash due to their infrangible design. RAA therefore expects to see the
implementation of a program for the ongoing removal of stobie poles and unprotected power
poles. Where these cannot be removed, appropriate protection should be provided to reduce
the severity of injuries.
Maintaining the transport network in a condition that allows roads and supporting
infrastructure to be used to its full potential is essential to achieve maximum safe
performance. Lack of maintenance on roads continues to be one of the key issues, both in
the metropolitan and rural areas. RAA therefore wants to see the issue of road maintenance
elevated so that any new projects include the whole of life costing. Additionally, current
maintenance and remediation programs must be expanded to ensure the existing road
network is maintained at a level that allows the safe and effective movement of traffic.
Signage
High quality road signs are essential to allow motorists sufficient time to make appropriate
and safe decisions about the route they travel. Signs clearly displaying street names,
particularly approaching intersections and junctions are essential to allow motorists to find
their way and safely position their vehicle in preparation to turn off the road they are
travelling on.
Signs directing motorists to tourist attractions and regional areas need be of sufficient size
and located well in advance of any turnoff or access to allow motorists to safely do this.
RAA recommends that a program to review the size and placement of tourist and road name
signs be incorporated as a key action of the Plan.
Road Hierarchy Speed zoning
The Plan refers to the importance of ensuring that any transport decisions take into account
adjacent land use and equally that any decisions concerning land use take into account the
transport system. It is therefore critically important to ensure that the role of each transport
corridor is clearly articulated, as referred to in the Functional Hierarchy fo South Australia’s
Land Use Transport when discussing actions contained in the Plan to ensure that these
routes are capable of meeting their intended function without significantly impairing their
ability to provide general movement and access.
Speed limits on key routes should allow motorists to travel safely and effectively between
key destinations. The speed limit on all roads that form part of the National Highway
network should be maintained at 110km/h. Also, key regional routes, including tourist and
freight routes should be maintained at 110km/h wherever possible. Speed limits should not
be reduced in preference to upgrading or maintaining a road or section of road.

CONCLUSION
Overall, RAA supports the proposals made by the State Government in its “Integrated
Transport and Land Use Plan”, with some additional recommendations. While RAA believes
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that the formulation of the Plan is an important step forward, a detailed implementation plan
to ensure the delivery of the Plan is the vital next stage to ensure commitment to its priorities
and time frames.
Safe and affordable transport is a key concern for RAA members and an ongoing challenge
for Adelaide and South Australia in general. Therefore, the Plan needs to refer to the
provision of recurrent funding at a level capable of sustaining improved public transport
services and infrastructure.
RAA supports ongoing measures that will ensure a long-term sustainable transport system.
RAA believes that the initiatives proposed under the Plan have the ability to achieve this.
Upon the completion of the Plan, RAA calls on the immediate development of an
implementation plan, which is based on realistic delivery and consultation.
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Our Ref:

I20137612 / CO 13/0209

28 November 2013

Integrated Transport and Land Use Plan
GPO Box 1533
ADELAIDE SA 5001
transportplan@sa.gov.au

Dear Sir/Madam
RE: THE INTEGRATED TRANSPORT AND LAND USE PLAN – CITY OF PORT LINCOLN SUBMISSION
Thankyou for the opportunity to comment on the Draft Plan. Council at its meeting on 18 November 2013
considered a report about the Draft Plan and resolved that the Mayor and CEO be authorised to compile
and complete a submission based on the issues identified in that report, together with issues we might
identify during the remainder of the consultation period.
We submit the following matters for your consideration:


We advocate an approach that, wherever possible, looks to ‘lead with infrastructure’ rather than
respond to or leverage from private sector investment, with the objective of creating wide spread
benefits to communities and the economy, and achieving whole-of-life efficacy from public
infrastructure investment (including recovery of appropriate user charges from key private sector
users that specifically benefit from the ‘leading’ public investment)



We strongly support investment in regional transport infrastructure that will support the agri-business
and mining sectors, in line with the growth of the State’s ‘big three’ economy sectors



To this end, the upgrade of rail freight capacity is important to Port Lincoln as a pre-eminent regional
bulk commodities port, and we believe that rail infrastructure will deliver more efficient and much
safer results than the alternative of increasing road-train use of the regional road network



We expect Port Lincoln to continue to be a key regional port, with land use planning aligned
accordingly, and this will be reinforced by the proposed upgraded wharf and new fishing and industrial
precinct proposed to the south of Port Lincoln in the recently released Part of Deferred Urban Zone
DPA (affecting land owned by Lukin Corporation)



We strongly support investment priority being accorded to the RMIP project infrastructure outcomes



We note and support the broad and/or ‘continuing’ nature of many of the Eyre Peninsula proposed
Solutions and Actions, and confirm strong support for safety and capacity improvements to key routes



In particular, we see and support a critical link between the upgrade and maintenance of road
infrastructure that sustains the safe application of 110 km/hour speed limits in regional communities
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City of Port Lincoln


We are keen to see stronger policy connection between ‘transport infrastructure’ (which the Draft
Plan substantially addresses) and ‘land use’ (which does not appear to be planned for or directed in a
clear way in the Draft Plan, but will be heavily influenced by future key infrastructure commitments
and investments). For example, how is State, regional or local Development Plan policy expected to
respond to, or alternatively help to shape, the ‘integrated transport and land use plan’?



We specifically note the Draft Plan’s references to a local heavy vehicle by-pass for Port Lincoln and
advise that provision has not been made for this corridor in our structure planning for the Greater City
of Port Lincoln. Instead we seek commitments to the upgrade of the Lincoln Highway between the
upgraded Port Lincoln Airport and our City, to improve that route’s capacity to service a growing
volume of high-speed mixed traffic, safely and efficiently



We seek active alignment of major transport investment decisions with other infrastructure status or
decisions, including water and power supply and affordable employment lands and housing capacity,
to ensure optimum value for communities and the economy from these collective public infrastructure
investments



We confirm Council’s interest specifically in the improvement of our (limited) public transport
networks’ performance and opportunities for pedestrian and cycle travel to be enhanced



We confirm Council’s interest in and willingness to engage with value-adding forward planning of
transport infrastructure and future land use, both locally and regionally, with the goal of reflecting
appropriate policy directions in Council’s strategic, asset and development planning.

We look forward to our submission being reflected in the final Plan and to public and private investment
capacity enabling progressive delivery of improved transport, land use and economic outcomes.
Yours sincerely,

Rob Donaldson
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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THE DISTRICT COUNCIL OF MOUNT BARKER
P.O. BOX 54, Mount Barker S,A., 5251

Telephone: (08) 8391 7200

Facsimile: (08) 8391 7299

DX address: DX

web site: www.dcmtbarker.sa.gov.au

ABN:54 250 395 713

51

708, Mount Barker

64/005/305

Reference:

29 November 2013

Mr Phil Lawes
Department of Planning Transport and lnfrastructure
GPO Box 1815

ADELAIDE SA 5OO1
Via email: transoortolan @sa.qov.au

Dear Sir,

Re:

Draft lntegrated Transport and Land Use PIan

-

DC Mt Barker

Gomments

The Council appreciates the opportunity to provide comment on the

draft
lntegrated Transport and Land Use Plan and note that Mount Barker falls within
the region referred to in the plan as "Outer Adelaide".
There are a number of specific "solutions and actions" tabulated for Mount Barker
with indicative timelines described as short, medium and long. The plan itself
doesn't indicate what these time frame terms mean however we understand
through your presentation to the Southern and Hills LGA group that these terms
refer to 0-5 yrs, 5 10 yrs and 10+ yrs respectively. lt would be desirable that
these definitions are captured within the plan.

-

It is acknowledged that the draft plan doesn't specifically assign responsibility for
implementation of solutions and actions but does indicate that local transport
plans and private sector infrastructure plans will ideally align with the plan.
Council believes that it is important that the plan delves deeper in this regard and
outlines how the State Government will maintain momentum to roll out the next
level of detail for the various regions identified in the plan. ln the case of Mount
Barker, this could mean an action plan being developed for the Outer Adelaide
Region led by State Government. Such a plan should flesh out not just what the
actions are but by whom. Council would be pleased to contribute to such a
process.

Council is pleased to see the regional interchange at Bald Hills Road referenced
specifically for action, and request that it is flagged as short term given the need to
take pressure off the Adelaide Road lnterchange for the existing population and
the district growth. The Council wrote to Minister Koutsantonis on 23 September
2013 offering to provide advance funding of $g million for the project and awaíts a
1

response to this offer. lt is Council's view that the Bald Hills Road lnterchange is a
higher priority for action than the Adelaide Road Interchange upgrade.

A key action titled "Mount Barker growth area transport

infrastructure
improvements" is an important inclusion and we understand this refers to the list of
upgrades contained within the Deed of Agreement between State Government
and some of the areas' developers. Whilst we acknowledge this is a long list,
there are important projects within that list that Council believes should be
identified in their own right as short term actions. These are:
a

Upgrades to the Adelaide Road Freeway Interchange intersection - these
intersections are already at a point at peak hour where the community
would consider them to be in need of upgrade, particularly the southern
intersection where we understand nearly half of all accidents relate to the
lack of a protected right turn lane on the south bound Adelaide Road
carriageway. HDS Australia is undertaking a Road Safety Audit of the
interchange for Council, the results of which are imminent.

a

Hawthorn Road/Adelaide Road intersection - whilst not quite at a level of
capacity as the interchange, this is a site that will see steady ongoing
growth that will cause commuter frustration in the near future together with
the prospect of increasing accident rates. This location is the subject of a
current joint study (Council and DPTI) looking at traffic growth in the
township.

a

The two other critical transport issues of importance to this Council are the
unsafe junctions of Bald Hills Road/Old Princes Highway and NairneWoodside Road/Old Princes Highway.
new freeway interchange on Bald Hills Road will impact
dramatically on the Bald Hills Road/Old Princes Highway junction
and we request that this is specifically referenced in the integrated
plan for action in the short term.
Nairne-Woodside Road/Old Princes Highway is a long standing
problem junction that Council seeks to be upgraded and referenced
for action in the "solutions and actions" section of the plan also.

oA
o

Other matters that Council views important and warranting mention in the plan
are
o

Acknowledgement of the need to improve public transport to Adelaide and
between townships within the region. That is, there are small employment
centres such as Nairne, Mount Barker and Strathalbyn that offer
employment opportunities however the ability to use public transport
conveniently and frequently into and out of these areas is not as efficient or
frequent as it should be. This issue together with acknowledgement of the
need to improve the situation could be captured within the integrated plan.

a

A long standing problem relates to the lack of a good bypass of the main
street of the historic township of Hahndorf. The conflicts between heavy
freight and tourist traffic and pedestrians is never desirable. Council is of
2

the view that the integrated plan should identify this issue and look at
solutions aimed at freight bypassing Hahndorf.
a

The functionality of the Cross Rd/Portrush Road/Glen

Osmond
Road/Freeway intersection and the associated bottleneck and delays that
occur at the Toll Gate are worthy of specific note. We acknowledge that
the plan shows a "road improvement" red dot at this intersection however
the safety and delay issue is big enough in Council's opinion for a specific
solution and action to be highlighted in the Central/lnner Adelaide listing of
projects on Page 116.

The draft lntegrated Transport and Land Use plan is a positive document which is
generally consistent with Council's structure plan and strategic plan and Council
has appreciated the opportunity to provide comment on it.

For further information, please contact Matthew Dawkins, Capital

Program

Manager, telephone 8391 7281 or email mdawkins@dcmtbarker.sa.gov.au.

Yours since

Andrew
CHIEF

UTIVE OFFICER

cc Graeme Martin, EO, S&HLGA
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30 November 2013
Integrated Transport and Land Use Plan feedback
Via email: transportplan@sa.gov.au

Dear Sir/Madam
DRAFT ITLUP FEEDBACK
Thank you for providing Council with the opportunity to review and provide feedback on the draft
Integrated Transport and Land Use Plan (ITLUP). I write to advise that Council considered a report
concerning the matter at its meeting of 26 November 2013.
Council subsequently resolved that:
(1)

A submission is made on the draft Integrated Transport and Land Use Plan, identifying that:
1.

The prioritisation of road and intersection improvements in the immediate future is
supported by Council, particularly at the intersections of Nottage Terrace and Main
North Road, Nottage Terrace and North East Road, and Prospect Road and Fitzroy
Terrace. The anticipated improvements to the intersections of other major roads are
also supported, particularly where Regency Road meets Main North Road, Churchill
Road and Prospect Road. Improvements to traffic light sequencing through these areas
will also assist in improving local traffic flows.

2.

In undertaking improvements to the road network, careful consideration needs to be
given to integrating a safe and efficient cycle network that provides connections within
and beyond City of Prospect. Improvements on cycle travel should be targeted toward
and beyond the southern end of Prospect Road, the southern section of Main North
Road and the south-eastern part of City of Prospect (Nottage Terrace intersections).
The integration of safe cycle networks is considered essential to supporting and
encouraging future travel through the Council area, and particular attention needs to be
given to appropriate cycling infrastructure at major intersections.

3.

The anticipated duplication of the roadway at Churchill Road, Devon Park should be
limited to that area near the Torrens Road intersection. Council has recently invested in
an upgrade of Churchill Road and it would appear unnecessary in the short to medium
term to redesign or duplicate Churchill Road. However Council would support any State
or Federal funding to continue the upgrade of Churchill Road south of Dudley Avenue.

(2)

4.

The electrification of the Gawler railway line must be complemented by improvements
to the three railway stations accessible from Churchill Road and Devonport Terrace.
This area has been identified for a significant increase in housing density through the
Inner Metropolitan Growth Development Plan Amendment, directly reflecting the
strategic vision of the Integrated Transport and Land Use Plan.

5.

The proposed reinstatement of a tramline along Prospect Road would require careful
investigation into the potential impacts that this would have on traffic movements and
congestion. It is recommended that the investigation be undertaken soon to assist
Council and the community in providing feedback on the proposal and that additional
consultation be undertaken prior to committing to the project.

6.

It is noted that the maps of City of Prospect identify residential growth areas that are
not reflected in Council’s Development Plan. It is recommended that the maps be
updated to reflect the current zoning of the area, given the recent consolidation of the
Inner Metropolitan Growth DPA into Council’s Development Plan.

Council seeks clarification regarding bus prioritisation lanes on Main North Road.

It is trusted that this feedback will assist the Department in further drafting the ITLUP. Please
forward any additional information on the particular elements of the Plan identified herein to the
undersigned at PO Box 171, Prospect SA 5082 or via email admin@prospect.sa.gov.au.
Please also notify Council of any further opportunities for feedback to be provided on the ITLUP.

Regards,

Chris Newby
Manager Development Services
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Yorke and Mid North Region – Solutions and Actions
The Copper Coast Council would like to propose the following changes to the plan on page 136
Public transport – Area-wide solutions
Add

- Maintain and improve the regional bus service model
- Introduce a public transport (or subsidised) system between regional centres
- Increased the access to, and support of, the community transport scheme
Background
The Copper Coast has a higher than the South Australian average of the 55 to 85+
demographic. This growth pattern will continue. In addition our students are required to
travel to Adelaide for higher education. An improvement in the regional public transport
scheme and an increase in the subsidy would encourage further growth in the regions.
The introduction of transport between regional centres would create expanded work and
recreational opportunities for those without access to their own transport. This could begin
in the form of assistance to the private bus or taxi services.
The current community transport system could be more equitably funded and the
efficiencies of the service improved. The volunteers required for the community cars should
be supported with meals or other benefits to ensure that the required level of volunteers is
maintained.
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Roads
Add - 8. Wallaroo – undertake a road swap between State and Local Government
Background
The State owns roads critical to the amenity of Wallaroo. These roads are not being
maintained to the required standard. A swap would give the council control over the key
entrances to the community. The State would still control a connecting route via the truck
route for its road network.

Add - 9. Wallaroo – upgrade 5 way intersection (Copper Coast Hwy – Victoria St)
Background
This intersection is confusing and dangerous. It could be resolved in conjunction with point
8.

3

Add - 10. Investigate and preserve a Moonta heavy vehicle by-pass route.
Background
The current access is past the main district school. A future bypass should be planned and
preserved for future implementation as required. Use of this road would increase if Port
Giles became the preferred grain export port.

Ports, rail freight and airports
Remove - 9. Local government upgrade for heavy vehicle access for the ferry terminal at Wallaroo –
(as this work is currently being completed)
Add - 9. Full closure of the rail corridor within the Copper Coast
Add – Contribute to the capital upgrades of the airport network required by the RFDS.
Background
Over the past 12 months the RFDS has utilised the Copper Coast airstrip 249 times. This
infrastructure has become an important part of the health service and should therefore be
supported by all tiers of Government.
Local Government
Add – upgrade of Port Hughes Boat Ramp
Background
This facility is one of the busiest in regional SA and needs to be separately highlighted for
funding purposes.
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